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EDITOR'S PAOE

The Speech Association fil Minnesota Journal is an annual publica
tion of the Speech Association of Minnesota. Manuscripts dealing with
a wide variety of issues and ideas related to Speech Comrounication and
Dramatic Arts are encouraged. Contributions may be either (1) an
cle of 1000 to 4000 words, written in formal or informal style, and
ranging in content from the theoretical/speculative to the
pedagogical/pragmatic, or (2) a broadside, in effect, a brief essay of
about SOO to 700 words, written in an informal style and discussing or
outlining such diverse matters as teaching tips, classroom exercises,
observations about our profession, the state organization, or any other
developed statements relevant to Speech/Theater policies, programs, and
practices in secondary schools and colleges.

Two sets of articles in this year's Journal may be of particular
interest to some of our readers. The first two articles (by Professors
Olsen and Pratt) were originally presented at the Second Summer Confer
ence on Argumentation sponsored by SCA and AFA at Alta, Utah. They are
reprinted with permission of the Speech Communication Association. I
asKed these authors to share these articles with us because they are
valuable for two different audiences. For the person beginning a
career in the coaching of individual events, these articles provide'
insights by two nationally prominent coaches/judges about factors to be
considered by students (and coaches) if they wish to successfully com
pete in interpretation and/or extemporaneous speaking. For the person
interested in communication/argumentation theory, these articles remind
us of the wholistic nature of our profession by focusing argumentation
theory on two areas that traditionally are not associated with argumen
tation discussions—oral interpretation and non-prepared speech
events. The second set of articles (by Professors Durtis and Bourhis)
should be of interest to readers who have considered communications

consulting as an avenue for expanding personal professional growth
and/or income. The consulting program presented at the SAM Convention
at Hibbing (1981) was so well attended and generated such interest that
I invited the participants to share some of their ideas with our
readership. These two articles are a response to that invitation.

A very special "thank you" goes to Timothy Choy and Ronald Arnett
(the new editor of the Journal), for serving on the Editorial Advisory
Board during the past two years. The Board has seen its function not
so much as that of screening articles, but rather as helping authors
get their ideas published to share with others. Our authors (and cer
tainly ID appreciate their support and fine work.

Persons interested in publishing in the Journal should submit to
the editor three copies of their article or broadside for consideration
by the editorial staff. Articles submitted for publication in the 1983
Journal should be submitted by 1 March 1983. Send your article tot
Ronald Arnett, Speech Communication Department, 215 Performing Arts
Building, St. Cloud State University, St. Cloud, Minnesota 56301.
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HAYS THAT ARSUMRMT HAY B£ APPI.IRD

in ihfi
OnAI, THTERPRRTATIOH EVENTS

Kathleen II. Olsen *

The oral interpretation of literature evolved historically becauae
there was no way to mass produce the thoughts of writers. It was
assumed that literature was meant to be read aloud. Before the inven

tion of the printing press oral reding was the only means an author had
to publish thoughts, Wallace Bacon notes that "the power of the spoken
word before the invention of printing was a times magical. To the
medieval and early Renaissance mind, reason was the attribute that most
clearly distinguished man from animal, and nan's capacity to reason was
best demonstrated through his power of speech." 1

Oral interpretation of literature is the "oldest of the Si^eech
arts (antedating the formal study of rhetoric; antedating the actor)."
2  Greek historians, for example, read their works aloud to audiences.
Poets gathered together to hear each other's poems. Playwrights were
heard almost solely at the great dramatic festivals, where their plays
competed for prizes. Contests in the literary arts became an integral
part of Greek games and festivals, where poets and playwrights recited
their works and delighted listeners by their ability to make the writ
ten word cone to life. For those who did this best, prizes were the
reward. Today we are not as accustomed to listening to literature
aloud. As a result, we miss what Henry James called the most rewarding
test of literary excellence, the test by which literary forms are sub
jected to "close pressure" of oral performance. For it is under this
pressure, James says, that literature gives out "its finest and most
numerous secrets . ..." 3

The tradition of the ancient Greek contests in the literary arts
is still part of our contemporary times, however, insofar as literature
is read in a competitive situation at forensics tournaments for high
school and college competitors. It is this contemporary competitive
format of oral interpretation which has given rise to the question: In
what ways are the principles of argumentation applied in interpretation
events?

Before answering the question directly, it is important to make a
few overviews about what follows. This paper is not an attempt to deal
with an in-depth analysis of the aesthetics of literature or of oral
interpretation. Nor does it intend to negate in any way the aesthetic

*  Kathleen Olsen is the Associate Director of Forensics at St. Olaf
College, Northfield, Minnesota. This article was originally presented
by invitation in 1981 at Alta, Utah, for the Second Summer Conference
on Argumentation sponsored by the Speech Communication Association and
the American Forensic Association.
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aspects of the oral interpretation events. Furthermore, this paper
obviously does not cover all of the aspects of argumentation theory
which might apply to oral interpretation of literature. What this
paper is is a thought paper—an attempt to verbalize fundamental links
or similarities which exist between argumentation theory and oral
interpretation events within the parameters of competitive oral
interpretation of literature.

The American Porensics Association recognizes four oral interpre
tation events for intercollegiate competition: prose interpretation (a
selection or selections of prose material of literary merit, which may
be drawn from more than one source); dramatic interpretation (a cutting
from a play or plays of literary merit); and duo interpretation (a cut
ting (scene) from a play, humorous or serious, involving the portrayal
of two characters presented by two individuals).

Success or failure in life is largely determined by pur ability to
make wise decisions for ourselves and to secure the decisions we want
from others. Much of our significant purposeful activity—
competitively or on a daily basis in our own personal lives—requires
-us to make decisions. While some persons make decisions by flipping a
coin, the wis^ decision maker pursues other avenues (unless, of course,
his task is to get the Super Bowl started). "Argumentation, the art
and science of using primarily logical appeals to secure decisions,"
4  is as relevant for the competitive oral interpreter as for the
debater, or the persuasive speaker, or the extemporaneous competitor.

The principles of argumentation operate prior to,, during, and
after the presentation of the interpretation. The emphasis in applica
tion of these principles shifts, however. The interpreter used argu
mentation principles primarily prior to the actual presentation; the
listener/critic uses them during and after the presentation to help
with the decision making or ranking of competitors. Although the use
of argumentation principles shifts, the principles themselves are
active throughout the entire communication situation.

Four aspects of interpretation which relate to argumentation
theory will be considered in this paper. They are:

1. The selection of material for interpretation;
2. Analysis of the material for interpretation (author's

message, analysis of the selection, etc.);
3. Abridgement (cutting the selection to conform to

time constraints); and
4. Audience analysis.

These four areas are relevant first to the competitor and then to the
listener/critic as the communication situation evolves from the
student's desire to compete in interpretation events, to finding a
selection, to preparation of the selection, to practice, to the perfor
mance, to the ranking by the listener/critic on the final cumulative
ranking sheet. The remainder of this paper deals with each of these
four areas as they apply to the performer and the listener/critic.
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SL'I.PCTIOH Q£ MATERTAT.fi

"Sounds, words, movements, ideas, dreams, hopes are the bases of
putting one's arguments together. They are gestures by which man seeks
to convey to those around him the secrets that must otherwise die
within himi" 5 The function of speech and more broadly argument is to
allow man to convey his ideas. Writing is often a preliminary to oral
discourse a way of trying to make the oral word more precise, more
meaningful. •

When the interpreter searches for a selection, the search is much
the same as the debater seeking evidence to suppoM the ideas for the
affirmative or negative case. The interpreter iuis a theme or idea
which he wishes to develop, to communicate; the debater has examined
the issues in the proposition and seeks supporting material to build
his case. The same process is undertaken by persuasive s£>eakers seek
ing material by v/hich they may move listeners toward a particular value
or course of action. The key is the residual message which each com
municator wishes to communicate. Just as debaters or persuasive speak
ers know there are certain authorities which support their positions,
so too the interpreter knows that different authors have' distinctive
characteristics and viewpoints^ So the interpreter will search for
authors who have expressed the message he wishes to communicate.

The interpreter not only thinks about the theme to be "developed,
but also about Iiqm he wishes that theme to be developed: suspense-
fully? in a straight-forward manner? through the use of
dialogue? through the use of narrative description? with the use of
dialects? with one or more characters? The interpreter will seek out
an author whose style comports with the message or the theme as well as
with the devices which the interpreter desires to use (or can use
effectively).

The next issue to be addressed concerning selecting material may
not be as important for the competitive debater as the competitive
interpreters, but it might be of nearly equal concern for the informa
tive or persuasive speaker. Can the interpreter, as an individual per
former, develop the theme in the manner presented by the author? This
involves a consideration of such aspects as language choice, mood, and
character development. In other words, is the author's style compati-

interpreter's skill level? Does the interpreter have the
skills to use the author's devices effectively in an oral communication
situation? Essentially these questions address issues of a given
performec s delivery skills* Because the interpreter is working with
an existing piece of writing written bv someone else, the aesthetic
demands of timing, rate, rhythm, and pitch must be satisfied with abso
lute precision. The interpreter cannot simply read the concluding
paragraph of a mystery or increase his words/minute rate by 150 like a
debater running out of time. Those things could cause the entire
selection to lose ineaning and direction. So the interpretation events
require more vocal precision.
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Carroll Arnold in the criticism cf Oral Rhetoric presents the idea
of the "unspoken contracts in speaking." He states that "to analyze
and synthesize judgements about a rhetorical situation is to spell out
a  series of contractual terms under which rhetors function in order to

alter the situation as they intend." The interpreter desires to com
municate the selection to the listener/critic to create a change inside
the body of the listener/critic. "By coming to speak [interp], each
speaker [interpreter] announces that this particular audience in this
particular situation holds a key to some fulfillment of his goals and
desires." Listener/critics, says Arnold, know this and therefore "they
watch their speakers [interpreters] closely, actively, sometimes defen
sively, emitting streams of 'Yes's' and 'No's' inside themselves as
they listen," 6 Herbert A. Wichelns stated this idea a little dif
ferently when he wrote:

... Poetry always is free to fulfill its own law, but the
writer of rhetorical discourse is, in a sense, perpetually in
bondage to the occasion and the audience; and in that fact we
find the line of cleavage between rhetoric and poetic. 7

Once the, interpreter has committed to the competitive format, he has
reduced the "cleavage" that Wichelns talks about and has placed himself
in the same bondage to the occasion and audience as the writer of oral
discourse. The interpreter is attempting to communicate someone else's
work, but the interpreter has the greater risk in that the selection of
the material will reflect on him and his person. The interpreter makes
an "unspoken contract" with the audience in the same way the public
speaker does. The material which has been selected for competition as
well as the physical presence of the interpreter indicates the
interpreter's desire to have a fulfillment of certain goals and
desires. The interpreter would then be subject to Arnold's "compact"
which follows:

For reasons of my own I have decided to stake some of my
hopes on you and the judgements you form in this situation,
at this time. I have chosen to speak [interpret]. time. 1
recognize you will insist that I adjust myself, my thoughts,
and imy purposes to the attitudes you already have. ^ . .

I concede that you shall be the judge of me, of whatever
feelings I seem to express. I concede that the primary thing
that will count between us is the satisfaction you can find
in the relationship I evolve with you in the coming minutes.
... I accept personal responsibility for all I say and do
and for my ways, and I concede that you have a right to judge
me ,a£ d person according to what you think of my sayings and
doings.

We all know that I came here to manage you somewhat. i
know that you grant me that privilege very tentatively. I
recognize that you can, and have a right to, reject me at any
moment of our relationship. To the extent that this makes me
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uneasy, i ask you to make what allowances you can foe ways in
which my unease may affect what I say and do. ... I shall
try to give you some immediate rewards for allowing me to try
to change youj but if I don't succeed in that, I know you
will judge jnfi the failure, not simply my ideas and stra
tegies.

On these terms please let me try to change yoii.
1 say .... 8

So the interpreter has the same "contractual" obligation to the
listener/critic that the public speaker does and the listener/critic of
oral interpretation has the responsibilities of the listener/critic in
a public speaking situation.

Thus, when selecting material it is important to choose something
which attempts to meet the following criteria:

1. Is the piece interesting to the individual interpreter
and is it potentially interesting to others?

2. Does the interpreter have the skill and ability to use the
author's devices effectively to create meaning?

3. Does the selection allow both the interpreter and the
listener/critic to grow and expand both their skill;and
knowledge?

All of these aspects of material selection happen witlithe, inter
preter prior the actual performance. When the interpreter stands up
to present the oral interpretation, the listener/critic becomes
involved in this same process of material selection. It is at this
point that a shift takes place. The same questions and aspects, that
the performer considered now become the concerns and bases by which the
listener/critic makes judgeraents on the performance.

ANALYSIS QE. MATERIALS

When each side in debate is arguing the opposite position, we ask
ourselves which we are to believe. Logically, we will believe the stu
dent who does the better job of presenting evidence to establish his
position. Evidence is the raw material of argumentation. It consists
of facts, opinions, and objects which are used to generate proof. The
advocate brings together the rav/ materials and, by the process of rea
soning, produces conclusions. The debater usually searches through a
wide variety of resources for evidence—the building blocks of his
message. Even though the interpreter has had another author initially
put together the facts, opinions, and objects which are used to gen
erate proof (a conclusion—a viewpoint about the world), the inter
preter, too, must conduct an evidential search. The interpreter
attempts to find information about the author of the selection, the
author's credibility, the piece's social and intellectual milieu, and
the accuracy of the author's use of evidence to justify the conclusions
which are drawn within the work.
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The interpreter looks at the work to determine "the available
means of persuasion" which exist within the work itself. This is done
by asking questions about the directness of. the discourse. The inter
preter begins to test the "evidence" found in the discourse in order to
test the credibility of the author's ideas and his perceptions of those
ideas. Since the interpreter in the purest sense is advancing ah
argument—that the selection he has chosen and his interpretation of it
is correct—the interpreter may ask the following questions which are
similar to those asked by anyone advancing an argument: 9

1. Is there enough evidence in the story to justify the
cohclusions it draws or asks the audience to draw?

2. Is the evidence (the theme and/or idea of the selection)
clearly expressed?

3. Are the ideas consistent with other known evidence (images,
metaphors, the social and intellectual milieu, etc.)?

4. Is the story consistent within itself?
5. IS the author competent to write on this subject?
6. How does it fit its purported social milieu?
7. Is the source [author] acceptable to the audience?
8. Does the selection have literary merit?
9. Is the material suited to the competitive format?
10. Is the material suited to the listener/critics who will

listen and make judgements about it?

The interpreter, however, goes one step further, the interpreter
also examines the selection and analyzes the places which need rate and
inflection changes, develops the thought groups of the author, and
tries to get "into" the author's thought process. Although the debater
and other types of public speakers do this, too, it is somewhat easier
for them to get "into" the thoughts of the author since they themselves
are the primary authors, of their own arguments. The interpreter must
work harder in this area to make his argument regarding bhe selection
for oral interpretation come through to the audience.

The listener/critic will mentally run through the same questions-
-again a shift in the application of the principles of argumentation
takes place. While the analysis-of-material considerations were the
focus of the interpreter prior to the presentation, they become the
focus and the judging criteria of the listener/critic during and after
the presentation. These questions help form the bases, in the competi
tive format, for determining who has done the better job of oral
interpretation in that round when it becomes time to rank the competi
tors.

ABRIDfiEMENT

Sometimes the length of a story, poem, or play precludes its being
read in its entirety. For example, the American Forensics Association
time limits allow a maximum of ten minutes for each of the four
interpretation events (the ten minute limit includes the presentation
of an introduction, transitional materials, and, of course, the actual

10
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rtaUincj of the program itself). If the interpreter wishes to use an
abridgement, the focal point of the story must be found, the point
without v;hich the narrative v/ould not achieve its purpose. Tliis is
similar to tlie selection of issues used to build a debate case. The
brief is an outline of the issues and supporting materials selected and
arranged to support a particular position. Since an affirmative or
negative team cannot use ALL tlie evidence they tiave on a given year's
topic, t)iey sclftct issues and evidence v/hile still trying to create a
whole prima facie case with the constraints of the time (usually 0-3-
5). They cannot use an entire Presidential Commission Report, they
pick and choose the best supporting materials for their use, materials
which help build tlie strongest case. In a similar process, the inter
preter who needs to abridge a selection chooses to keep those elements
which keep the focus of the story. Any details not relevant to the
climactic unit should be cut. Sometimes this may include sub-plots,
minor characters, or a condensing of background or descriptive
material. fhe important consideration is to have a orima facie
selection one which provides good and sufficient reason for listening
to the selection and which provides credibility for the story as it
progresses.

The elimination of parts of a selection should not distort or
twist the theme of a selection. An example of this occurred in a mys
tery story I once heard read. The reader choose to cut several of the
clues which were needed to come up with the correct solution to the
case The leaps of faitli the listener/critics were asked to make subse
quently were too great, the story lacked logical sufficiency to be
accepted, and the audience felt cheated because they did not have the
crucial information to "solve" the case, information that the story's
detective had. The distortion or misrepresentation of material has
become such a problem to some people and groups that author Neil Simon
and trie O'Neill Foundation will not allow their works to be performed
or used in any abridged manner. All of O'Neill's and Simon's works
must be performed in ttieir entirety. 10

The burden of proof in oral interpretation events lies with the
reader and stays with the reader. Tlie interpreter is taking the risk
of presenting the selection as v/ell as of supporting his position's
logic and reasonableness. The interpreter is asking the
1istener/critic to concur that the decisions of selecting the materi
als, analyzing t)ie materials, and abridging the materials were made
correctly. In niuch tlie way that an affirmative or negative debater
asks for a decision in a debate, the interpreter asks that his position
(residual incssdQo] cind his views on it be accepted by the
listener/critic. The reader also holds presumption at the start of the
reading. Presumption favors the reader in that the value at the time
the selection starts is set forth by the interpreter based on the
author and the material chosen. Presumption, hov/ever, can shift to the
listener/critic if the listener/critic perceives that the values which
are set forth in the introduction and/or the material itself are not
being met. In the competitive round, the final determination of the
logical sufficiency of the abridgements made rests with the
1istener/critic.
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AllDTEMCE analysis

It is the task of an advocate to discover the preferences, wants,
or beliefs of the particular audience that will render the decision.
All public speaking texts and argumentation and debate texts devote
some space to the process of a speaker analyzing the intended audience.
In their 1977 Quarterly Journal siL jSfifififill article, "Reader, Text, Audi
ence: Oral Interpretation and Cognitive Tuning," Kaplan and Mohrmann
provide evidence that the same process holds true for an interpreter.
They state, ". . . readers who anticipated that the audience was
thoroughly familiar with the literature formed a more detailed and com
plex impression of the materials," and, importantly, "perceptual
differences start to arise at the very outset, the expectation of per
formance shapes the initial impression of the literature." 11 Wsllsce
Bacon expands on this idea when he states, "The audience enters into
communion with the reader; each moves toward the central concern which
is embodied in the text. In communion, communication occurs." 12
This is also part of Arnold's "unspoken contract" which the reader and
the listener/critic enter into. The contract affects both parties.
Accurate audience analysis helps the reader get his message through to
his listeners. In addition, accurate audience analysis is important
because any speaker or interpreter knows that the degree and quality of
response from an audience affects the perform^^nce. It may assist, it
may interfere, it may augment, it may reduce.

The first verbal outcome of audience analysis is the introduction
of the selection(s) to be read. The introduction to the oral interpre
tation selection serves the same function as an introduction in any
speaking situation. It is the first view the listener/critic gets of
the reader. The primacy effect is as important here as in any other
form of communication. In an introduction the debater states the
affirmative or negative ! rationale, states the proposition exactly,
defines terms when needed, and then forecasts the subsequent speech
structure. The oral interpreter.follows the same pattern. The inter
preter states the reasons for selection the story, poem, or play;
states the title and author's name; creates a reason for the
listener/critic to listen and to look forward to the reading; and sets
a tone which prepares the listener for the selection. Defensive, apo
logetic, condescending, didactic, dogmatic introductions may alienate
an audience and deny the writer any chance to be heard. A good intro
duction for an interpretation event, a public speaking event, or a
debate puts the listener in the proper frame of mind so that the
position/arguments/thesis of the message to follow may be favorably
advanced.

It is important for the interpreter to realize that successful
communication with the audience depends on the audience's ability to
relate to the selection, to the ideas presented, and to the interpreter
himself. If an audience has no common ground with what is happening in
the selection it will be difficult, no matter how technically well
done, to do well in a competitive round. The Interpreter and the
debater both need to demonstrate a sharing of ideas, interests, and
beliefs with an audience. Both need to indicate a willingness to be

12
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feiendly and to shace in an attempt to expand the audience's views
while attempting to argue their particular positions.

The interpreter also needs to take stock of how he will be per
ceived while reading the selection. A distinguished physical appear-
ance is an obvious asset to both the speaker and the interpreter. It
will provide fewer distractions, fewer reasons for the
listener/critic s mind to wander to other things. I once judged a
final round of an interpretation event which had a young man so gaudily
attired that all three judges could not remember after the round any
thing about his selection—the sartorial splendor had worked against
his real purpose.

An important question which the reader should ask is "does the
material embarrass him to read in front of anyone?" If one is attack
ing racial, ethnic, or religious groups and the listener/critic turns
out to be in that group, could the interpreter still present the
interpretation without feeling self conscious and without destroying
the message of the selection? Not all the judges who judge at tourna
ments are like that interpreter's specific coach. Judges come from
different backgrounds and as such have different.values and beliefs.
The judges may be currently active forensics coaches, former competi
tors, high school teachers, or the person off the street. Not all the
judges who judge interpretation events are interpretation specialists.
A  well done oral interpretation which establishes common ground, was
selected well, was abridged well, analyzed well, and presented well
will reach its particular listener/critic in the same way that the well
developed argument has impact on its own particular listener/critic.

Oral communication is by its nature audience centered. Anybody
engaging in an oral communication situation needs to acknowledge the
audience. It is again the listener/critic who must ultimately decide
if he has been moved by the communicator. For example, if the presen
tation was intended to be a painful experience for the listener, was
there a sensory awareness on an affective level which created the sense
of pain or the need to help, to move to action, or to do what ever the
debater, public speaker, or interpreter intended?

Argumentation theory does play a role in the oral interpretation
events at a competitive level. In addition to the considerations

y raised, there is one final dimension of argumentation theory
which plays a role in the oral interpretation events as in all human
communication situations. It is what Richard Whately in the Elements

PhetQClg called "deference." Whately defines deference as:

The person. Body or book, in favour of whose decisions there
is a certain Presumption, is said to have, so far "Author
ity"; in the strict sense of the word. Any recognition of
this kind of Authority, —an habitual Presumption in favour
of such a one's decisions or opinions—is usually called
"Deference."

Whately goes on to state that "deference is apt to depend on feelings;

13
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often, on whimsical and unaccountable feelings." 13 For the
communicator—inteipreter., public speaker, or debater—when the time
comes for the listener/critic tomake the final judgement, deference
may play a role. It may be that for the judge at that particular time,
in that particular round, everything just clicked with one of the
contestants: the poise and confidence was there; the selection or
material hit home and was related well to that listener/critics; the
vocal quality the listener/critic hears was right; the timing perfect;
etc. The next time the same listener/critic hears the same program,
there may not be the same electrifying effect. Deference, based on
feelings—often whimsical and unaccountable feelings—was
happening. Argumentation is the art of using primarily logical proofs
to secure decisions. As we strive to make logical appeals and to
obtain logical decisions, deference does and will enter into the deci
sion by those who try to make wise decisions.

CPHCLUSIQH

When the assignment for this paper first came, I looked through
some college textbooks which are currently used to teach argumentation
and debate and some others which are used to teach oral interpretation
of literature. 1 was struck by the number of similarities in their
respective "Table of Contents." Chapter headings such as the following
are common:

Analyzing the Problem

Structure of the Case

Speaker as Person

Evaluation of Debate

— Analyzing the Literature

— Structure of the Short
Story/Poem/Play

— Interpreter as Person

— Criticism of Performance

I thought at first that it was just the conservative nature of the
textbook companies seeking to discourage too much creativeness in com
munication textbook chapter titles. By preparing this paper, however,
I  have concluded that the theories of Oral interpretation and argumen
tation do, in fact, have more than superficial commonality.

Oral interpretation is the study of literature through the medium
of oral performance. Competitive oral interpretation is an activity
with long historical roots which continues today at forensics tourna
ments across the country. The interpreter can find effective guide
lines for improving his effectiveness as a communicator in the theory
and practices of argumentation, just as the persuasive communicator can
find insight in interpretation theory. These are not two independent,
unrelated fields of communication. The theory of argumentation and the
theory of oral interpretation have had, and will continue to have, a
symbiotic relationship.
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IH WHAT WAYS IS ARGUMENT APPLIED
IS 1H£ NOH-PREPARED SPEECH EVENTS?

James W. Pratt *

In 1974f the National Developmental Conference on Forensics con
centrated on debate as argumentation. But it is quite clear that argu
ment is also applied in the individual speech events. The distinction
which Daniel O'Keefe has drawn between making arguments and having
arguments is a central difference between the application of argument
in debate and in the individual events. 1 Wayne Brockriede makes
this distinction as argument, a product made, and arguing, a process
engaged in. 2 Contestants in individual events make arguments—they
advance claims which they support, they seek adherence from their audi
ences by reason-giving—as do debatersi they do not, however, have
arguments with an opposing team, and this absence of clash means that
they do not attack, refute, or rebuild. Individual events contestants
make a different type of implicit competitive claim in a round than do
debaters: not "My partner and I ought to win this round because we did
the better job of debating," but "I ought to be ranked first in this
round because my speech was better than those of the other contes
tants."

The 1974 National Developmental Conference on Forensics agreed
upon a definition of argumentation as "the study of reason giving by
people as justification for acts, beliefs, attitudes, and values."
They agreed that forensics education is education in the comparative
communication of arguments, and that forensics activities are labora
tory experiences for helping students to understand and communicate
various forms of argument more effectively in a variety of contexts
with a variety of audiences. 3 In their discussion of an audience-
centered theory of argumentation, Richard Rieke and Malcolm Sillars say
that argumentation is "the process of advancing, supporting, and criti
cizing claims"; they emphasize the importance of the use of analysis
and support in leading the audience to grant adherence to the speaker's
claims. 4

I will be using these definitions as I examine how argument is
applied in the non-prepared speech events. The two events in this
category (of the ten competitive events offered at the American Foren
sic Association's National Individual Events Tournament) are

*  James W. Pratt is Associate Professor of Speech and Director of
Forensics at the University of Wisconsin—River Falls. The original
version of this article, which was presented at the SCA - AFA Confer
ence on Argumentation, Alta, Utah, dealt with argument in both extem
poraneous and impromptu speaking. Readers interested in Professor
Pratt's comments about impromptu speaking may receive a copy of the
original paper by writing to him at U.W.—River Falls, River Falls,
Wis. 55809.
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Extemporaneous Speaking and impromptu Speaking. To call these two
events "non-prepared" is, of course, a bit of an overstatement. A more
accurate term v/ould be "limited-preparation" events. In Extemporaneous
Speaking, the contestant chooses one of three topics, then has thirty
minutes in v/hich to prepare a seven-minute speech on that topic. Most
contestants have, of course, been preparing for this speech throughout
the academic year; reading newsmagazines, assembling resource files,
and competing at other tournaments. Even the specific topics are prob
ably not much of a surprise to contestants who have qualified for the
MIET: contestants know that the topics will be expressed as questions
about current events, and most contestants would probably do quite well
if they were asked to predict the 108 topic-questions to be used in the
NIET. (A question which does come as a genuine surprise is likely to
be criticized as unfair, trivial, or obscure; and, unless three such
questions are offered to a single contestant, such a question is not
likely to be chosen.) The contestant in impromptu si>eaking has no
choice of topic but does have some preparation time—often as much as
three minutes. Although it is expected that the specific topic will be
a surprise to each contestant, some limits are predictable: the topics
will be "of a proverb nature," so students can expect a pithy, familiar
statement which expresses a well-known "truth" or fact; the topic will
not be a question to be answered but will be a statement which the stu
dent may analyze in a variety of ways. The term "non-prepared" speech
events does not, then, mean literally non-prepared; rather it distin
guishes this category of events from the "prepared" events in which
speeches—and arguments—are written, practiced, polished, revised,
often memorized well in advance of the contest presentation.

Students in individual events do not, as a principle goal, seek
actual adherence from their immediate, relevant audience--the
critic/judge—any more than do debaters. If they do gain adherence
from the judge, so much the better; but we expect judges to maintain an
objective attitude of evaluation of students' skill and ability in mak
ing arguments, not a judgment of their success or failure in gaining a
judge's personal adherence to their claims. I am often persuaded by
speeches I hear in debate and individual events competition, but I try
to set aside my personal reaction as I make a judgment about the
student's skill and ability in argumentation. Although I decided very
early in the debate season a few years ago that I never wanted to drive
a car equipped v/ith air bags, I often voted for debate teams who argued
tliat I ought to be forced to do just that—because they did a better
job of arguing for their position in that round than did their
opponents. Even though I continue to drink a great deal of coffee
(wliich may be a dangerous admission to make while I'm in Utah) and
recognize my own rationalizing, I gave a high rank to the orator who
warned me of the danger of that practice and urged me to cut back on my
caffeine consumption: even though she didn't change ray behavior, she
did a good job of constructing arguments and of supporting her claims.
And although I may personally have no faith in the ability of econom
ists to predict anything, I will judge an extemporaneous speaker who
uses predictions of Walter Heller or Milton Friedman as support for
claims with the acknowledgement that many people find such sources
credible.
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Within this context, I will turn to an examination of the applica
tion of argument in the non-prepared speech events, using tape record
ings of the final round of Extemporaneous Speaking at the 1981 National
Individual Events Tournament as the illustrative data base. 5 In the

final rounds of Extemporaneous and Impromptu Speaking at Baltimore, the
rankings of the five judges were quite varied: only one of the twelve
contestants had a range of rankings as narrow as three (3-5); seven
contestants had ranges of four (1-4 or 2-5); and four contestants had
full ranges of five (1-5). Such an outcome is not unusual in the final
round of a national tournament, presumably because all contestants in
such rounds are very good and judges must differentiate rankings on
very fine distinctions. I assume that each contestant in each of those
two final rounds was making the implicit claim, "I ought to be ranked
first in this round"; more than half of the contestants gained adher
ence to that claim from at least one of their judges. I will try not
to assume the role of a judge, though, in my examination of these
speeches; I will focus on the descriptive question, "In what ways is
argument applied?" What evaluations I do make will fall within that
descriptive focus.

In the Extemporaneous Speaking final round, all four topic-
questions required judgmental answers. And, like good debate topics,
the topic-questions were reasonably balanced so that a persuasive case
could be built for divergent answers. Three of the questions were pro-
jective, requiring answers about events in the future (Can terrorism be
stopped? How likely is Soviet intervention in Poland? What benefits
can be derived by the U.S. in El Salvador?). The fourth question
required a causal judgment about a past event Hlhat caused the split in
Britain's Labor Party?). ' In each of the four speeches, the speaker
gave a clearly identifiable answer to the topic-question, and that
answer became the central claim in the speaker's argument. Beneath
that central claim, each speaker organized subordinate claims, support
ing them v/ith data of various sorts; and once those subordinate claims
v/ere established to the presumed satisfaction of the audience, they
served as data for the central claim. The notorious "three points of
analysis," the stereotypical organizational pattern for extemporaneous
speeches, appeared in only one of the speeches; the other three
speeches were organized under two main headings, with substructure.
All four speeches were introduced with relevant quotations (W. S.
Auden, Ernest Hemmingway, Jeff McNally, Winstom Churchill) which were
used to lead into the statement of the topic-question; the topic-
question was stated at times ranging from :22 to 1:30.

Speaker #3 (Speakers #1 and f2 were not recorded) included a
statement of significance in his introduction, and he answered his
topic question ("Can terrorism be stopped?") in the concluding sentence
of his speech ("No"). Saying that the desire for the action and the
ability to execute it are fundamental to all human actions he posed two
sub-questions: "Can we eliminate the motive for terrorism' ability to
do that action?" Using one example, the Baader-Heinhof gang, he con
cluded that the motives of discontent with society are so varied that
they are impossible to eliminate. The speaker subdivided his second
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sub-question again into two parts. Because, he said, "power is derived
from two sources," can we eliminate (1) the terrorists* ability to
organize similar malcontents, and (2) the terrorists' ability to obtain
weapons? Describing the limited ability of counter intelligence agen
cies to infiltrate and control terrorism, he concluded that counterin-
telligence can only curtail, not stop terrorism. He commented that the
restructuring of the FBI and CIA, which restrained their counter intel
ligence activities, was "not all bad," because their previous
activities—opening mail, breaking and entering—were "as harmful as
terrorism." He concluded, "A society which is a police state is not a
society worth protecting from terrorism," The speaker posed "a number
of problems" under his second sub-point (ability to obtain weapons).
Using two examples (Baader-Heinhof and Soviet Marxism) , he said tliat "a
number of governments have beliefs in supporting terrorists groups
which agree with them." The speaker argued that we ought to interest
terrorists in sophisticated weapons because they are less effective
than the "homemade weapons—bombs, gas, booby traps—which are always
available" and because the homemade weapons are more destructive than
the sophisticated v/eapons; he used a hypothetical example of chlorine
gas in the World Trade Center to illustrate his point. Concluding that
we "can't take away their motives or their weapons," the speaker posed
a final historical analogy as the answer to the question:

In the 1870's, in Czarist Russia, terrorism was rampant but
reform was being implemented. The third section of the
secret police had successfully infiltrated many terrorist
groups. A young man, a chemist, tried to use a homemade bomb
(because there was gun control in Russia) on Czar Alexander
IIIl he was hanged and executed. Effective methods to elim
inate motives and weapons of terrorism were used in Czarist
Russia. A man in the audience—his younger brother—saw the
hanging and changed his name—to Lenin.

The conclusion: no matter what is done, terrorism will never be
stopped.

The data used to establish the speaker's claims included example,
hypothetical example, analogy, and assertion. Curiously, the speaker
included no source citation in his speech, with the initial exception
of his quotation from V/. H. Auden. Surely the speech displays the
characteristics of argument; whether the arguments are good or bad—
whether they would gain adherence from the audience—is another ques
tion. Although I may be viilling (personally, but not as a judge) to
accept the asserted arguments because they coincide with some of my own
beliefs and values, others with different values may not. The
speaker s assertion about the equal harm of the FBI's opening mail and
terrorism, his implication that therefore the United States was a pol-
ice state, and his conclusion that a police state is not worth protec
tion from terrorism fall into this category, as does his assertion that
homemade weapons are more effective that are sophisticated weapons.
His concluding historical analogy might not be accepted by audience
members who saw more differences than similarities. The logical struc
ture of the speech is clear and tight; the sub-claims, once they are
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accepted by the audience^ serve as sound data for the central claim.

Speaker #4 included a significance statement in his introduction
and used a definitional distinction for his organizational structure.
("How likely is Soviet intervention in Poland? The answer depends on
how you define, intervention. Non~military intervention is likely and
is going on now. In military intervention, the USSR has a small mili-
tary presence now, but the possibility of a full~scale invasion is
small.") The speaker supported each of these claims with example and
testimony, extensively documented from recent and varied sources.
Under non-military intervention, he used the example of United States
involvement in Iran and appled the example, by analogy, to the Soviet
Union in Poland. Quoting the Economist, the Baltimore Hews-Awecicflnr
and the Christian Science Monitor he described instances of Soviet
non-military intervention in Poland and concluded, "Overall, it's obvi
ous that non-military intervention has been important in the Poland
crisis and will continue to be." Under military intervention, he
quoted Casper Weinberger, the Chicago fiuil Times, and the CbciStifln Scir
ence ^lonitor to describe the existing Soviet military presence in
Poland and to explain three reasons why the Soviet Union would not want
to increase its military involvement in Poland. He concluded,
"Overall, the possibility of a large-scale military intervention is
small." The speaker's final statement referred to the introductory
McNally quotation which restated his central claim.

The speaker used example, analogy, and testimony as data to sup
port his claims. His example of United States involvement in Iran was
his only undocumented evidence. His citation of credible sources and
their recency (usually identified as "this week" or "last week")
increased the likelihood of audience adherence. The arguments were
clearly structured and subordinated; the two sub-claims, once accepted
by the audience, constituted the central claim.

The topic-question which Speaker 15 chose required him to identify
benefits to be derived by the United States in El Salvador; after a
brief introduction, he organized his speech into "two possible areas of
benefit: the military arena and the international diplomatic
spectrum." He then presented a chronological orientation to the ques
tion; "to understand the U.S. role in El Salvador," we must look at the
past, the present, and the future. Quoting two recent issues of
Forbes, he described the past and the present; he quoted a V)ashington
Post article vihich outlined three future options for the United States
in El Salvador. He placed these options under his two initial headings
(military and diplomatic) and quoted articles in two issues of the
Christian Science Monitor and the Economist to describe advantages and
disadvantages of exercising the options. Using the examples of Cuba in
1957 and Nicaragua in 1977, he challenged the analogy of those events
to El Salvador. He asserted that "the largest benefit to the U.S. is
diplomatic," and he described the messages we would communicate to "our
enemies, our allies, and someone I don't know how to classify (Mexico,
usually an ally, but an enemy on El Salvador)." He summarized the
benefits he had claimed, and referred to his introductory Hemmingv;ay
quotation to restate his central claim.
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This speaker used a more complex organizational structure in his
speech, but the points were logically related and his analysis was easy
to follow. He used a full range of supporting data for his claims. He
documented data quite fully, and the assertions which he made seemed
justified by prior analysis. Surely given the controversial nature of
United States involvement in El Salvador, a speaker might reasonably
expect to encounter judges whose personal views on the issue differ
v/idely. The topic-question, too, was more loaded than were the others:
it required the speaker to identify "benefits" vihich the United States
may derive in El Salvador when a case might y;ell be built to support
the claim that the United States sltould not even be in El Salvador, let
alone derive any benefits from being there. This may bie a situation in
which the (presumed-to-be-objective) judge says, "You've not gained my
adherence, but I wouldn't expect you to> you've still made a good argu~
raent."

Speaker 16 had the longest introduction (1:30) and an overt signi
ficance statement. She said that her topic-question ("What caused the
split in Britain's Labor Party?") could be answered "in two words:
voter sentiment." She organized her speech under three headings: a
theory of political parties, how that theory manifested itself in voter
sentiment in Great Britain, and how the theory filtered up through
party politics and caused the split in the Labor Party, Crediting the
theory to Roy Adams of the University of Wisconsin-Madison, she used
examples (the United States, El Salvador, and Italy) to describe how
parties emerge in countries with moderate to multiple ideologies. On
her second point, she quoted the Christian science Monitor to describe
how the theory was manifested in Great Britain. Finally, she quoted
the Economist to describe how changing voter sentiment caused the split
in the Labor Party. Concluding, she restated her central claim with a
quotation from the Financlfll Times iftt London and a statement by Shirley
Williams of the Social Democratic Party.

The speaker chose a clear and logically appealing Organizational
structure (theory/application) which was appropriate to the causal
arguments which she made. She used a range of supporting data aiid
quoted from credible sources. One problem with her source citation was
that she regularly identified a source immediately after stating her
main point; it was impossible to tell w)jen (if ever) the quoted or
attributed material ended until the next main point and source citation
appeared. The specifically-quoted material was apt, however; and the
concluding Sliirley V/illiams quotation concisely embodied the speaker's
central claim and illuminated the theory which she applied. Causal
arguments are usually difficult ones to establish, especially when one
seeks to claim jifi cause for complex social behavior. This speaker
made some wise strategic argumentative decisions, given the difficulty
of the task: she chose a global theory of political behavior from a
presumably competent source (after all, whoever he may be, we know he's
from the University of Wisconsin-Madison) and applied that theory in a
quite broad fashion. Her initial answer to the topic-question, that
the split was caused by "voter sentiment," was also quite safe, but not
very helpful until we heard further analysis, since any political event
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which requires votes is caused by voter sentiment. The argumentative
task was also more difficult because this topic dealt with past, rather
than future events: just as incumbents must run on their records while
challengers may freely make promises, so a S{>eaker may persuasively
speculate about future events but will be more restricted in analyzing
past events.

The four extemporaneous speakers followed a consistent pattern of
argument: they made central claims to answer the topic-questions of
their speeches; they organized their speeches into a series of subordi
nate claims which, when established by the data they offered v;ere
intended to function as data for the central claims. They offered evi
dence to support claims which met the standards of the Extemporaneous
Speaking event, although one of the speakers did not cite sources for
his evidence. The impromptu speeches display similar patterns of argu
ment. They differ somewhat, though, because of the different type of
topic (a statement to which the speaker is to react rather than a ques
tion which the speaker is to answer) and because of the much more lim
ited preparation time. The judging standards which relate to the argu
ments made are consequently different. The extemporaneous speaker is
expected to meet higher standards of clear, logical organization of
arguments than is the impromptu speaker who has organized arguments
very quickly. The extemporaneous speaker has access to outside sources
as support for the claims and is expected to use such sources; the
impromptu speaker must rely on personal knowledge, experience, and log
ical speculation. Data accepted by judges to support claims made by
impromptu speakers might well be judged to be inadequate to support a
similar claim made by an extemporaneous speaker.

[At this point in the original presentation. Professor Pratt analyzed
the impromptu topic and the specific speeches of each of the six final
round contestants — ed]

This examination of the speeches given in the final rounds of
Extemporaneous and Impromptu Speaking at the 1981 National Individual
Events Tournament supports the quite obvious conclusion that speakers
in those non-prepared events use argument. Their speeches conform to
the criteria of argument: they advance, support, and criticize claims,
and they give reasons as justification for acts, beliefs, attitudes,
and values. They use a variety of supporting data, which presumably
will by acceptable to their audiences, to try to establish subordinate
claims; once established, those subordinate claims serve as data for
the central claims they have made, either in answering their extemp
question or in responding to their impromptu topic. Some speakers
qualify their claims extensively ("So this analysis might suggest that
Ibsen may have been right that sometimes the minority is right")
whereas others make absolute claims ("Obviously, it's clear that the
minority is not always right"); the strength of claims made varies from
one speaker to another^ Warrants for arguments were implied; no speak
ers provided backing for warrants nor presented rebuttal conditions for
claims. The speeches embody argument which is similar in many ways to
the arguments made in debate, especially in first affirmative construc
tive speeches. While the extemporaneous and impromptu speakers need
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not anticipate direct refutation of their argumentSf they must
nevertheless structure persuasive cases recognizing that argumentation
IS an audience-centered process and that an audience should be induced
to grant adherence to the claims advanced. The judge in debate who
concludes at the end Of the first affirmative constructive speech that
the affipative team has or has not presented a prima facie case is
making a judgment very similar to that which the judge in extemporane
ous or impromptu speaking makes at the conclusion of each speech. Is
the case logically adequate? is the supporting material strong, credi-
*  ' cf" • the speaker met the audience's expectationsot sufficient and persuasive argument? Whether those arguments were

good or bad, weak or strong, consistent or inconsistent; whether the
speaker gained adherence to his or her claims, whether the speaker's
analysis was superior to that of the other speakers in the round—these
evaluations are the responsibility of the judges, who roust then display
their skill at argument by constructing persuasive cases on their bal-
lots.

ENnNOTES

1. Daniel J. O'Keefe, "Two Concepts of Argument," Journal of t:ht>
American Forensics AssQcifltiflp, xiii (winter, 1977), pp. 121-128,

2. Wayne Brockriede, "Characteristics of Arguments and Arguing,"

129-132 ^ American Forensic Association^ XIII (winter, 1977), pp.

3. James H. McBath (ed.), FQrensic.s as Communication. The Ardiimpnta-
Perspective (Skokie: National Textbook Company, 1975), p. 163.

4. Richard d. Rieke and Malcolm O. Sillars, Argumentation ppj] the be-
HaKing Process (New York; John Wiley, 1975), pp. 6-7. Many of

the terms which Rieke and Sillars use, and which I will use, to
describe arguments and their parts are taken from Stephen Toulmin, The

Hf. Argument (Cambridge: At the University Press, 1964), with
wliich I assume my audience is familiar. Toulmin's layout of arguments
could be used to diagram the arguments presented in extemporaneous and
Impromptu speeches, as I have done with one of those speeches. That
lay out is included at the end of this paper.

Extemporaneous Speaking, only the last four speakers were
recorded; in Impromptu Speaking, all six speakers were recorded. TwO
contestants competed in the final round of both events^ The 'record
ings, made at the National Individual Events Tournament at Towson State
University in Baltimore on April 12, 1981, are available from me.
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11. TULLI CICERQUrss IH L. CATILInah oratio PfiTMft
In Senatu

Ansis V, Viksnins *

He was one of the greatest orators the world has ever known. Not
only a captivating and dynamic speaker, he v;as also a statesman,
author, and philosopher, por his brave and patriotic actions taken
during the time of a national crisis, citizens hailed him as "father of
the fatherland " This man, './ho lived over two thousand years ago, lives
on, as a shining example of a political hero, a noted scholar, and a
master orator. Today we will consider Marcus Tullius Cicero and
analyze one of his grandest and most effective orations.

The focus of our analysis will be provided by a treatise on the
character of an orator, Dfi Qratftre, which was written by Cicero him
self. Written after his retirement from public office in 54 B.C., He
Ocfltore offers insights as to Cicero's views on effective communica
tion. The book is written primarily in dialogue form, describing a
hypothetical conversation between Lucius Quintus Crassus and Marcus
Antonius, both famous but deceased orators. Through an inspection of
that work, we gain a better understanding of Cicero's mastery of ora
tory and more specifically of the oration he gave nine years before he
wrote I2a Qratore. The speech is Cicero's First Oration Against Cati-
1 ine.

The scene of the oration is the temple of Jupiter Stator in Rome,
with the Roman Senate in emergency session. Noted Latin professor A.
S. Wilkins describes the times as marked with civil unrest and con
spiracy against the republic. Senator Lucius Sergius Catilina, leader
of a conspiracy against Cicero and loyal public officials, sits in the
Senate chamber on the afternoon of November 8, 63 B.C., knowing that
the two men he sent to kill Cicero that very morning have failed to
accomplish their nefarious mission. He also knows that Cicero is privy
to his plot of revolution and murder. Cicero enters, is taken aback by
the gall and audacity of this traitor to sit among other senators who
know nothing of his plot, and breaks into a grand oration:

Quo usque tandem abutere Catilina, patientia nostra? Quam
diu etiam furor iste tuus nos eludet?

Which 1 have translated from the Latin as, "How long, Catiline, will
you abuse our patience? How long does that madness of yours mock us?"

*  Ansis viksnins is an undergraduate political science and Latin ma
jor at St. Olaf College, Northfield, Minnesota. This article is a
transcription of his competitive forensics speech used in the events of
"Communication Analysis" and "Rhetorical Criticism." Since this was
originally an oral presentation, the oral style has been retained in
this written version.
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In this manner, Cicero proceeded to speak for nearly one hour.

Cicero writes in J2£ Oratore that in any persuasive, oration he con
siders two points: "The one, how to recommend myself or those for whom
I plead; the other, how to sway the minds of those before whom I
speak." In this particular oration, Cicero establishes himself by
referring to his own credibility, and by associating his arguments with
those of the Roman people. To persuade his audience of Roman senators,
he employs an innovative approach to the factors he considers success
in persuasion—proving what is maintained to be true, conciliating
those who hear, and producing in the listener's mind whatever feeling
or cause the circumstances may require. Cicero uses an unconventional
way of proving his case, and combines the ideas of conciliation with
the producing of a general feeling of disgust towards Catiline. We
shall consider both points—how he proves his case against Catiline and
how he arouses the contempt of the Roman Senate.

The case against Catiline features no contracts, testimonies,
decrees, or any other substantive evidence; it is founded entirely on
the orator's own arguments and reasoning, cicero draws from inferences
and knowledge he has received. Me describes the steps he took in
secret to safeguard the republic and asserts that he knows every detail
of the conspiracy. Quintilian, the famous Roman rhetorician, stated
that Cicero always put on the authority of one who has knowledge of the
truth. Throughout the speech, Cicero attacks Catiline's reputation and
paints him as an obsessed, sinister, and morally depraved criminal,
hated by senators, citizens, and even his own parents. In fact, on may
say that this entire oration of six hundred forty lines is powerful
accusation. The accusations draw meaning from Cicero's ovin credibil
ity, his fluctoritflS.

During the speech, Cicero frequently points out his popularity,
his overwhelming election, and his duty as the highest elected official
of the state, charged with the sacred duty of consuls, when he says,
"Let the consul see to it that nothing of harm touch the republic." He
further strengthens his accusations by employing a powerful form of a
patron-client relationship, such as used by lawyers in Court. In an
article entitled, "The Rhetoric of Advocacy and Patron-Client Identifi
cation," in the Pall, 1981, American Journal of Philoloayf Professor
James May explains that Cicero speaks as if the republic itself were
Cicero's patron in court. Cicero's policies are those for the common
good of all. For example, Cicero includes two incidents of the father
land speaking with him, advising his what course of action to take.

To strengthen his argument, Cicero also used a device described by
Aristotle in his Rhetorica, considering both sides of a question. He
wonders how Catiline has been able to sustain the conspiracy, why he
has not ordered Catiline to death, and what future generations will
think of his actions. In doing so, he provides the listener with a
full presentation of the issues of the case, and good reason to believe
his final judgment. Through all these devices, he builds a convincing
argument.
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The manner in which Cicero arouses the feelings of the Senators is
Based primarily on ornaimentation, his style aroused not

only the anger of the Koman senators, but it also excites the cap
tivated, modern-day reader. His v/ord choices are sharp and powerful,
j;". staccato-like sentences, he hurls forth charges, callingCatiline a castaway^ a hoodlum, and a murder. He adds emphasis to the
powerful language by the repetition of a key, har"hi?tinq
word like nihil agis, nihil moriris, nihil cogitas"—"you do nothing,
you undertake nothing, you know nothing." In a particularly acute meta-

he compares the other leaser conspirators to i>ernicinRa sentina
foul bilge water 1 An apt simile states that the conspiracy is like

a  consuming disease, deeply settled into the flesh and bowels of the
republic. lie creates an allusion, in which Catiline sets up a shrine

®  ̂ house and consecrates his murderous weapons at the
fj j out to accomplish his wicked deeds. Several stvlis-besides these need mention. Using an early rhetorical dev
ice called praetecitltf, Cicero often claims that he will "pass by" or

certain facts, such as Catiline killing his wife and son—but

^ I? speech, he has already come outand stated them. In a dramatic closing apostrophe, Cicero addresses
the statue of Jupiter Stator in the Temple and appeals that justice be
done. Finally, we must admire the elegentia of this oration, the clar
ity of words, the precision of the Latin grammar, and the well bal
anced, correlated sentences.

-K fv^lu^ting the effectiveness of the speech, it is an accepted factthat the oration deeply moved the audience. The speech had two princi
ple objectives to urge Catiline and his followers to go into exile and
to persuade the ROman Senate that Catiline was indeed a public enemy,
that action against him was necessary. When Catiline rose to speak in
defense of himself, the Senate drowned his pleas with shouts of "Prodi-
tori Traitor!" Cicero's oration not only obtained the favorable senti-
ments of the Senate, but it was also effective in that it achieved its
second purpose Catiline left the city in disgrace, and was killed
about two months later in a battle with Roman legions.

The First Catilinarian Oration achieved much more than the tem
porary goal of persuading the Senate, it established a model of innova
tive, tremendously effective, persuasive oratory. in the speech,
Cicero presents his case not so much on the logically constructed proof
of classical oratory, but rather on the weight of his own influence^
his auctoritas* This interesting deviation from classical oratory
makes the oration even more fascinating.

speech is an excellent piece of communication and
because it describes an exciting, crucial period of classical Rome, it
has survived over the generations as a masterpiece. Although the ora
tion may be well over two thousand years old, let Us not forget what
Cicero believed abput this oration, and all his other works, and what
was stated by Ralph Waldo Emerson centuries later: "Speech is to per
suade, to convert, to compel; speech is power!"
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Ui iiEAfiCU QL M AURAL cuRRTair.riM;

A STAETfiJK mUT
£QIi

TKACIIING LISTENING 111£ SECONDARY LEVEL

Harvey Weiss *

"I know it's important, but where do I find the time?" "I'd like
to teach listening, but I don't have any idea where to startl" "With
all the budget cut- backs, it's hard to find the necessary funds for
new materials." These and similar comments reflect the dilemma of
language arts teachers in our secondary schools. They don't know where
tliey would fit a unit on listening into ah already crowded curriculum;
new courses are almost impossible to get approved. Money is tight
everyv/here. Even if all these contentions could be met, where does the
classroom teacher turn to find the necessary and appropriate materials
to start teaching listening? Hopefully, this article can be of some
practical help.

The following proposed "starter unit" outline might be, in part,
the answer to the questions raised above. It is a 10-day lesson plan,
with accompanying materials and methods to teach a beginning unit on
the skill of effective listening. Ten class periods can be absorbed
into almost any course, in any curriculum anywhere, with a minimum
amount of disruption, preparation and money. It is not a replacement
for a full course of nine or eighteen weeks, nor majority of our educa
tional institutions. But it can be done by anyone, for very little
money, and most importantly, it la 1 beainnincji

Here, then, is a brief day-by-day guide on what to teach, the
materials to use (in most cases send for), and some rationale for each
of the content lessons. The footnotes at the end of this article indi
cate titles, addresses, and costs of the materials alluded to in the
guide.

AN AURAL CURRrrur.UM "STARTER UNIT"

The objectives for this unit could be all or some of the follow-

---Define and understand wliat the term listening means.

Create student awareness that listening is an integral part of
the entire communication process.

Provide a beginning for studying listening theory.

^  Students will identify some of their listening

ing:

*  Harvey Weiss is Communications Instructor at Cooper High School,
New Hope, Minnesota.
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strengths (improve) and weaknesses (correct).

Day One: Administer a predrill diagnostic listening test. 1

Rationale: Establish the student's most natural
beginning level of listening efficiency.

(Instruct them that they should try
as hard as they can to do well.
You can explain that on Day 2.)

Day Two: Explain course outline for next two weeks:

A. Announce that their pretest scores will
be used to determine 1/3 of their listening
unit grade, (try to get them corrected as
early as possible) by using the \ of
improvement on the post-drill test taken
at the conclusion of the unit.

B. Explain that the next 1/3 of their unit
grade will be on all written work handed in
and worksheets completed. These include:

1. Successful completion of student
listening log.
(they are to keep track of how
much time they spend listening in
each of their classes for one
full week. This includes teacher
lectures, diS;Cussions, films,
or any form of message reception.

Hand them out today. You can
collect them on Day 7.

2. Writing a short essay on the importance
of good listening, and some benefits
derived from accurate listening.

Assign it today, and it should be due
on Day 3.

3. Cooperative participation in the
listening games and activities done
in class as a group. Day 7 is the
scheduled activity day.

4. Hand in a completed Bad Habits
Inventory and accompanying worksheets
used on Days 4 & 5.
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5. Watching film, Listening Between The
Lines, and completing the worksheet
on the film, used on Day 3.

C. (Outside of Class) The final 1/3 of unit
grade v/ill be determined on the following:

1. Reading a chapter or tv/o from any
of the several sources provided. 2

They can be given one week to read
and do chapter outlines provided by
the teacher. Discuss it on Day 6.

***2. Listen to five, 10-minute audio
taped mini-lectures taken from the
first five chapters from the
bench-mark textbook by Nichols &
Stevens. 3

You will have to purchase the book,
make up your own lectures, tape them
in your own voice, and make up the
student guide-sheets.

Final discussion of the 5 lectures
is scheduled for Day 8.

***NOTE: These two exercises should be done
by students individually in a
quite setting like the library,
media center or other arranged space.

Day Three: Show introductory film, and discuss its content. 4

Rationale: Give students a general overview of
entire topic of listening which
includes:

hearing vs. listening-

listening as a 3-step process-

obstacles to effective listening-

suggestions for critical listening-

A guide-sheet can be distributed before
or after showing, to reinforce their
good listening (viewing?) habits or
point up their need to do something
about their bad habits.
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COLLECT STUDENT ESSAY ASSIGNED ON DAY 2.

COLLECT STUDENT GUIDE-SHEET ON TODAY'S FILM.
(return for final unit test on Day 9)

Day Four: Administer 10-Point Personal Listening Habits
Inventory. 5

This can be followed by listening in class, to
an audio-tape, entitled, "He Who Has Ears,"
by Dr. Ralph Nichols. This entertaining speech
elaborates on all of the points covered in the
student inventory. 6

Rationale: Enables the student to focus on

their own patterns of message
reception hopefully will try to
improve on what they find lacking.

Discussion can follow, if appropriate, on their
inventory scores, and each point as they are
covered on the audio-tape.

Day Five: It will take all, or portion of another day in
class to properly discuss and listen to the tape.

Day Six: You should now discuss, explain, clarify or
expand on, the main points of the student's
reading assignment which was to be done outside
of class.

Rationale: To introduce students to some
basic listening theory, make them
responsible for doing this on their
own time, and provide them with a
basic understanding of the common
principles of listening in the
communication process.

COLLECT THESE WORKSHEETS FOR PROPER CREDIT (return
in time to study for test on Day 9)

Day Seven: Devote entire day to one or two "games or activities" 7
the class can do as a group. It forces them to
engage in some of the mental discipline needed
for good listening.

Rationale: Reinforces the concept that being a
good listener doesn't have to be all
work, it can be fun and entertaining,
too! I

COLLECT Student Listening Log V7HICH THEY HAVE
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BEEN COMPILING SINCE Day 2.

Day Bight: Use entire class period helping students compiete
their mini-lecture guide-sheets which they have
been working on Outside of class for the past week.

COLLECT THESE AFTER THE TEST ON Day 9.

Day Nine: Administer a test on the reading assignmentf the
5 mini-lectures and on the film worksheet.

To be consistent, give the test orally. Read each
test item only twice. This enhances their skills
of concentration, recall, and cognitive material.

(Remember, this test and corresponding worksheets
is 1/3 of their unit gradel)

Day Ten: Give students their post-drill diagnostic listening
test. 8

Rationale: See if they have improved any in this
short period of time.

Use the difference in the results with the predrill
diagnostic test any way that is practical for you.
The ideal would be to use any improvement as the
basis for their grade, (i.e. 7-10% = A, 4-6% = B, etc.)

I've used all of these activities in my Effective Listening semes
ter course at Cooper High School in the Robbinsdale School District for
the past ten years^ They seem to get more fun every time I use them.
If you need help of any sort regarding this "starter unit," please do
not hesitate to call or write. Good luck 11

ENDNfyrRfi

1. zll£ Brown-Catisen Listening Comprehenainn XfifiLr Ilarcourt-Brace &
Javonovich. Test, manual, and student scoring sheets can best be ob
tained by calling them at 312-647-8822. Cost: about $15.00.

2. Several book sources will serve your needs here. For example:

Listening Pcocesses; Attentiohr Understandi hg & Evaluation
by Paul G. Friedman. National Education Association: Wash
ington, D. C. 1979. Cost: $0.75. 31 pages.

Listening: A Hay iLa Process information Aurally by Robert O.
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Hirsch. Gorsuch, Scarisbrick Publishers: Dubuque, lov/a,
52001. 1979. Cost: S6.95. 42 pages.

T.isteninct; itfi Impact fin Reading ̂  iitlicx Lflnquoge Allli, L»y
Sara W. Lundsteen. NCTE: 1111 Kenyon Road, Urbana, Illi
nois, 61801. 1971. Cost: 53.00. 135 pages.

ristenino by Andrew D. VJolvin £> Carolyn Gv/ynn Coakley. Wil
liam C. Brov;n Company Publishers, 2460 Kerper Blvd., Dubuque,
Iowa, 52001. 19G2. 109 pages.

3. Ralph G. Nichols and Leonard A. Stevens, A££ XfiU
(HcGraw Hill £> Company, 1957). Cost: 58.95. 236 pages.

4. Listening Between the Linos. This fifteen minute film is avail
able for purchase or rent (530.00) from Alfred Higgins Productions,
9100 Sunset Boulevard, Los Angeles,California, 90069.

5. The Listening Habits Inventory may be found in Education. January,
1955.

6. Audio tape of speech given by Dr. Ralph Nichols expanding on the
ten bad habits of the personal inventory. The tape is available from
Telstar Productions, 366 North Prior Ave., St. Paul, Minnesota, 55104.
Cost: 512.95.

7. Some good sources for listening activities to use in class in
clude:

Are You Listening? see note 3 above. Forty-four things to
do are listed in back of the book.

A T.R.I.P. booklet entitled Listening Instruction is avail
able from the Speech Communication Association, 5105 Backlick
Road, Annandale, Virginia, 22003. Cost: 52.50. It contains
38 exercises on a variety of topics and levels.

Listening (see note 2 above). Exercises to try follow each
chapter of the book.

8. Use test form Dm of the same Brov/n-Carlsen Test listed in note 1
above. Form ̂  is suggested for predrill purposes.
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A nTALOGTCAL Kr^AtllHATIQn llE CONFLICT AfiSUNPTIONS

Ronald C. Arnett *

Dialogue and conflict are not novel to s[>eech communication
literature, yet with the recent emphasis in the last decade on dialogue
and conflict studies, little has been done to investigate these two
areas in combination with the exception of Brown and Keller's Honologue
to nialoauG. They assert that the test of any dialogue in not in
casual conversation, but in conflict.

Following Brown and Keller's lead, this article provides an intro
ductory look at how dialogue communication offers an alternative to
some basic conflict theory assumptions. Specifically, two notions that
undergird conflict theory in our discipline are explored. First, the
recent stress on conflict management, in place of conflict resolution,
is examined from a dialogic perspective. And, second, the assumption,
"the meaning is in thie person," is contrasted v/ith the dialogue
emphasis on the "between."

One v;ord of caution, before 1 proceed. Dialogue communication
rooted in Buber's existential/phenomenology is nut possible at all
times. Every I-Thou eventually fades into the realm of I-It. Thus, a
dialogic approach to conflict is by definition a limited answer to
interpersonal problems. It can not be employed at all times. But,
such an approach is unique and potentially helpful enough to warrant
examination and consideration.

Conflict Management

In an article by Ilawes and Smith, Kenneth Boulding, well respected
by conflict researchers, is quoted as a major critic of the term con
flict resolution. Boulding's concluding remarks are quoted as follov;s:
"I am not sure now, hov;ever, that 'resolution' was the right word for
the Journal of Conflict Resolution of our enterprise." 1 Boulding's
neutral premise is questionable from a dialogical viewpoint, which
affirms the inevitability of bias, due to the historical situatedness
of any decision or judgment. Even in terms of the "natural attitude"
of everyday perception, the term management is not considered a neutral
term in a hierarchical society. The taken-for-granted cultural impli
cations of this term suggest having someone to manage. As some speech
communication theorists have stated, concepts commit the user to a
world-view, a position, 2 which implies that neutrality of inquiry is
not possible. The mere act of deciding v;hat to study or explore is a
choice rooted in value, as persuasively argued . by conflict theorist,
Anatol Rapoport. 3

*  Ronald Arnett is Assistant Professor of Speech Communication at St.
Cloud State University, St. Cloud, Minnesota.
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If one accepts the assertion that neutrality is not possible, then
an academically honest analysis of conflict situations requires
announcement of the perspective or bias carried into an inquiry. Such
an orientation is inherent in an article v/here John Waite Bowers admits
his bias to his readers before providing his conflict analysis. 4
Bowers' honesty is called for by individuals related to both interper
sonal and rhetorical studies. The father of third-force psychology,
Abraham Maslow was outspoken about this issue. In addition, Nilsen and
Vlallace have stated the importance of sharing one's motivations and
values with an audience, particularly if one is attempting a one-sided
address.

In sum, neutrality is seen as impossible by some theorists, which
calls into question Boulding's hope of. using the term management as a
more "neutral" term. Some individuals would claim that everv term is
rooted in some form of conceptual bias, making none of the typical
terms (resolution, manaigement, or conflict regulation) without limita
tions.

The conclusion to be drawn from the above analysis is that as
important as the use of a term is, it may not be the fundamental issue.
As Bowers suggests, the value system one takes into a conflict
encounter may be the crucial point. The rest of this section examines
what the implications of a dialogical value may be in approaching
another in a conflict situation.

For the sake of brevity, I will not detail the entire dialogical
attitudinal framework pointed to by Buber, but I will highlight two
important assumptive values: (1) the person must be affirmed in the
midst of conflict; (2) one must stand one's own ground and state one's
own viev;. Perhaps one can operationalize this by suggesting that love
is heeded in the sense of affirming the other, and power is needed to
state one's own voice. Such a viewpoint was described by Martin Luther
King, Jr., who attempted to utilize a dialogical orientation in his
protests. Robert Scott and Herbert Simons also saw the unity of con
tradictories in King's rhetoric. Each has quoted King's well-known
statement on power and love. "... power without love is reckless and
abusive and love without power is sentimental and anemic." 5

In the essay, "Pov/er and Love," Buber reveals that a dialogical
approach tO conflict does not permit power tO become an absolute, and
love is not allowed to confirm all in relativistic nonjudgment. One
must confirm the person, while simultaneously engaging in judgment.
Perhaps no where in Buber's writings in this effort more clear than
when he was awarded the Peace Prize of the German Book Trade in Frank
furt, Germany in September 1953, less than ten years after the sys
tematic slaughter of seven million Jews. In this address he walked the
narrow ridge between the power of judgment of German actions and the
love of confirmation that recognized that the common link between per
sons is often a shared moral weakness. 6

In essence, Buber provides an attitudinal guideline for one
approaching a conflict situation dialogically. One must walk a "narrow
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ridge" between |JOwec and love, in hopes of confirming the other in a
conflict and simultaneously speaking one's view. A favorite quotation
from Maurice Friedman summarizes this value system:

Sometimes that dialogue can only mean standing one's ground
in opposition to him, witnessing for what one believes in the
face of his hostile reaction of it. Yet it can never mean
being unconcerned for how he sees it or careless of the vali
dity of his standing where he does. We miist confirm him even
as we oppose him, not in his 'error' but in his right to
oppose us, in his existence as a human being v;hom we value
even in opposing. 7

The value base of a dialogical approach to conflict requires a
dual action of confirmation of the other with accompanying conviction
to state one's own viev/, even in the midst of opposition. This concern
for both parties in a conflict exchange is further evident in the next
part of this article, v/hich examines communication meaning as relation
ship bound.

PialpgiCfll Meaning—"Betv/een" Persons

Much of the conflict literature in our field that stresses a
■person-centered" view of conflict emphasizes an inner focus. We are
accustomed to hearing interpersonal phrases, such as the following:
"get in touch with your real self," "follow your ov/n impulses or organ-
ismic feelings," and "trust your own self-actualizing tendencies."
Often the above are watered dov/n versions of the authors' original
intent, but our linguistic descriptions often revolve around the theme
"meaning is in the person."

This "meaning is in the person" stance has proved beneficial in
interpersonal studies, but it is not the only "person-centered" assump
tion possible. The inner focus of "meaning in is the person" has been
critiqued in conflict literature by. Simons. Maurice Friedman has
stated that focus on the inner person results in a psychologistic eth
nocentric view with "I" being the center of communication, not the
relationship.

At this point, I need to make two generalizations concerning the
results of the inner focus or notion, "the meaning is in the person,"
which the rest of this article explores. First, the inner focus often
assumes an accompanying undue emphasis on feelingsi I believe it is
important to be in touch with ones feelings, but not always follov;
them. Second, the rooting of meaning inside the person results in a
feeling of ownership of experience. This view is just a short step
from feeling that one can have ownership of a "best" solution offered
in a conflict, in v;hich there is a vAinnef and loser—the former being
the owner of the "best" solution.

For Friedman, Buber, and other authors of dialogic communication^
the notion of the "between" is an alternative to the stress on meaning
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emerging from inside the person. The "between" is not based on the
following of feelings or the assumption that one can possess the "best"
solution. (Note that this is a v;orld-view not accepted by all; thus,
working from a win/lose perspective may, at times, be
appropriate. However, the more important the relationship, the more
necessary that both members feel they have won—that the relationship,
not one person, owns the final solution.) Buber's "between" is
grounded in the assumption that meaning is relationally constituted
with participation, but not necessarily with the consent of the parti
cipants. Buber would contend that the "betv/een" is a set of "signs"
that one follows in the relationship of transaction—John Stewart would
call this notion the "spiritual child."

The sign sensitivity of Buber's ontology causes a problem, because
it is admittedly difficult to define. However, Buber is only talking
about messages that we all receive in the midst of a dialogue that
indicate the appropriate response. He believes that the transaction
between persons allows a historically situated "sign" to emerge between
persons that tells them how to respond. Some would call Buber's asser
tion magical, but he would contend that signs are natural, concrete,
and frequently ignored; therefore their existence is questioned.

Bach of us is encased in an armor whose task is to ward off
signs. Signs happen to us without respite; living means
being addressed; . . . The signs of address are not something
extraordinary, something that steps out of the order of
things. ... What hapi^ens to me addresses me. 8

V7hen Buber does respond to a sign "between" persons, he responds
both to the person and the situation. The transaction embodies both.
He states: "I understood my dialogical powerlessness. I had to answer,
but not to him who had spoken. As far as a person is part of a situa
tion, I have to respond, but not just to the person." 9 The signifi
cance of this statement is, once again, that feeling is not the primary
guide for the necessarily "proper" resolution of a conflict, according
to Buber. Such a view is at odds with the classic definition of pro
ductive and destructive conflict described by Deutsch.

... a conflict clearly has destructive characteristics if
the participants in it are dissatisfied v/ith the outcomes and
all feel they have lost as a result of the conflict. Simi
larly, a conflict has productive consequences if the partici
pants all are satisfied with their outcomes and feel they
have gained as a result of the conflict. 10

Of course, in most instances a conflict is beneficially resolved
when both parties are satisfied. However, dialogically one may resolve
a conflict in accordance with the situation, yet feel internally dissa
tisfied. Not all appropriate resolutions of conflict will make one
feel good. Ruben (1978) has similarly contended with Deutsch's affec
tive emphasis.
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While the view o£ con£l)ict epitomized by Deutsch is widely
cited, it seems to fail to take account of the transactional,
symbolic, and reflexive aspects of communication . . .an
affective criteria is clearly not an adequate basis for
determining whether conflict is good or bad, functional or
dysfunctional, to be avoided or not. 11

Ruben then quotes Simmel to emphasize that learning can and does often
happen from frustration and pain, not always from satisfaction.

Maurice Friedman provides a classic critique of the affective cri
teria, which is the ground of much self-fulfillment literature. The
human cannot ". . . ignore the possibility of the tragic conflict
between realizing one's potentialities to the full and playing one's
part in an historical situation which may call on one to sacrifice this
realization of self, and perhaps life itself." 12 Thus, one's inter
nal feeling cannot be the primary guide in attaining the "between" of
dialogue. One may even work for a resolution that does not feel right
for oneself, but is demanded and is appropriate for the situation.

A dramatic illustration of a dialogic view of "signs" is described
by Viktor Frankl. Shortly before the United States entered World V7ar
II, Frankl was to receive his immigration visa to the United States.
Frankl's elderly parents fully expected him to leavie Austria. But at
the last minute, he hesitated. He knew that any day his parents would
be taken to a concentration camp and he was in conflict about whether
or not to stay with them. As he considered the consequences of his
actions he noticed a piece of marble on a table at his home.

When I asked my father about it, he explained that he had
found it on the site where the National Socialists had burned

down the largest Viennese synagogue. My father had taken
this marble piece home because it was part of the ten com
mandments. The piece showed one engraved and gilded Hebrew
letter. My father explained that this letter is the abbrevi
ation for only one of the commandments. Eagerly I asked,
"Which one is it?" The answer was "Honor thy father and thy
mother: that they may by long upon the land." So I stayed
with my father and my mother upon the land and decided to let
the American visa lapse. 13

Frankl's story is extraordinary and open to numerous psychological
interpretations of projection and rationalization. However, such
interpretations are valid only as affect, not sign sensitivity, guide
one's actions. Indeed, Frankl's experience and Buber's communicative
system are not the norm, but such material opens up interesting possi
bilities and provides a unique challenge to some of our traditional
assumptions.

One final point is that the internal viewpoint is frequently asso
ciated with a sense of freedom, epitomized by the statement, "do your
own thing." But such a freedom does not generate change for many.
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particularly the powerless. In fact, such freedom may even weaken col
lective action and work to the advantage of those in power. Pliilip
Slater suggests that it is a "con job" to tell people to never conform.
A misuse of individual freedom makes a coordinated effort against the
system impossible. 14 Christopher Lasch has similarly criticized
psychological or internal man as the final product of bourgeois indivi
dualism. He stated that love with sacrifice is now bing replaced by
love as individual fulfillment. The stress on internal feelings too
easily weakens responsibility for others and lessens the chance of a
productive conflict encounter designed to challenge the established
order. 15

Pitzpatrick and Winke speak of the influence of commitment in a
relationship in conflict. Their research has indicated that the more
committed a person feels to the relationship, the more risk one will
take in terms of emotional outburst. 16 However, perhaps Buber's
dialogue requires a different relationship between commitment and
affect. The more important the issue, the greater is the need to
respond to the demands of the situation and person. VJhen one is emo
tionally upset and focusing solely on inner feelings, ways to resolve
or manage a conflict situation may go unnoticed. Could it be that the
less important the issue, the more appropriate following inner impulses
may be? And when the issue is of maximum importance, focusing on the
dialogue between situation and persons, not one's internal state, is
needed?

As Gregory Bateson has stated, we may need an ethic of relating
"between" persons and events. The focus on the inner self as a
decision-making center is a product of a frontier ethic of individual
ism that has led us into many serious errors. 17 Bateson and the
assumptive base of dialogue imply a new Copernican Revolution that
rejects the ethnocentric person and responds to the demands of the
situation, at least when the conflict requires one's committed atten
tion. Thus, internal feeling cannot be the primary guide in attaining
tlie "between" of dialogue in a conflict situation. One may even work
for a resolution that does not feel right for oneself, but is demanded
and is right for the situation "between" persons.

Cpnclusion

In the 1977 keynote address to the Central States Speech Conven
tion, Marie Nichols posed a challenge to individuals interested in the
interpersonal aspects of speech communication. She called for continu
ing inquiry into the foundation of such approaches. 10 This article
has responded to her call by delineating two assumptions that ground
our understanding on interpersonal conflict and examining each in the
light of dialogical theory. First, the value and bias with which one
enters a conflict situation (establishment or change bias) is of even
greater importance than the v/ord used to qualify the term conflict.
Second, the internal premise of "meaning is in the person" focuses
attention on oneself instead of the ongoing transaction "between" per
sons in the conflict situation.
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In addition, this article has revealed dialogue as an unconven
tional conflict approach—unlikely to become a popular method, for it
requires a commitment to respond to the demands of the situation, not
necessarily our feelings. Thus, dialogue v/ill not and can not become
the only conflict resolution method appropriate in our historical
period. But it does meet the demands of our transitional time, by
challenging taken-for-granted egocentric views of communication and
pointing to some interesting possibilities.

In summary, dialogue is based in the value of affirming persons,
while follov/ing the dictates of the transaction of "signs" between per
son. This desire to affirm persons, but not see feelings as sacrosanct
may seem like contradiction. But dialogue, according to Buber, is "the
unity of contradictories." Of course, this approach does not embody
all the answers, but, perliaps, its true value lies more in the ques
tions it asks about our taken-for-granted communication and conflict
assumptions.
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CQHSULTimi; SOMK PRACTT(-Ar. cohcrrms

John Burtis *

Projections regarding education in the future invariably focus on
the increased specialization required to meet the needs of an increas
ingly specialized country. Current trends indicate that students can
conmiand good technical jobs straight out of liigh school or college.
Such a trend is v/ell underway and is modifying the educational process
to best serve the specialist.

This focus on specialty does not herald the end of the need for
general education. People still are served by liberalizing studies.
Rather, the trend requires that educators speculate about and experi
ment with alternatives to the established format for presentation of
the more general aspects of education.

In a practical sense, three possibilities seem most likely.
First, students will either receive general educational training v/hile
they are in school or they will never receive it. Second, students may
return to school/campus for evening classes to supplement rather spe
cialized knowledge. (Current increases in older and nontraditional
student enrollment indicates this trend is well underway.) Third, stu
dents may be served by in-service trainers and consultants who bring
classroom theory into the realm of work-place pragmatics.

The third approach is the concern of this paper. Communication
specialists find themselves at home when dealing with people. People
who work find themselves experiencing a number of communication related
difficulties at the work-place. The scene is set for an application of
nontraditional education via work-place training and consulting.

This paper will begin with a brief discussion of the differences
between short-term training and long-term organizational development
relationships. Once the dichotomy is made, focus will be on a descrip
tion of the process employed in long-term commitments to a specific
group of people or a specific business.

Long-term consulting relationships best replicate the commitments
an instructor feels in the traditional classroom. First, the relation
ship itself between instructor and participants, becomes valued. Over
a  period of time, dialogue is encouraged, involvement increases and
interaction is expected. Disclosure about family and personal situa
tions will undoubtedly occur. The end of the commitment may well leave
all participants instructor included— feeling cut off from an impor
tant relationship.

*  John Burtis is an Instructor in the Speech Communication/Tlieater
Arts Department at Concordia College, Moorhead, Minnesota. He also
serves as as communication consultant for businesses in that region.
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A second distinction is in the realm o£ possibility. A one or two
shot conuaitinent allows for little more than training. There is no time
to discover information which can be used to actually begin the con
sulting process. Instructors are genetally limited to a preestablished
topic and approach. Only minor modifications are possible in the
short-term.

The final distinction between short and long-term relationships is
in the skills required for the later. In essence, an instructor may be
able to fool most of the people over the long haul. Nontraditional
students test their instructors with tremendous rigor. Everything
taught in a nontraditional class is subject to immediate application
and rejection. Rest assured that the instructor will be informed
inunediately if the words of wisdom he/she is spouting don't cut the
mustard under the scrutiny of reality. The consultant.must be both
flexible and ingenious in application.

Now that the distinctions are drawn between short and long-term
consulting relationships it is appropriate to discuss the process by
which the long-term consulting occurs. This author does not intend to
unduly limit the creativity of prospective consultants. Rather, the
following is a description of the fundamental parts necessary to any
such long-term different or additional topics should also be discussed.
A consultant must be flexible enough to satisfy the employer while
simultaneously serving the trainees.

Perhaps the best approach to topic generation is to start with
material which is tool building and then provide material which focuses
on specific skills. Tools are general in application while skills are
specific. If the trainees are supervisors, a prerequisite to the tools
topics would be to help then understand what role they serve. In this
case their responsibility is to train and supervise other workers.
Once this role is explored and accepted, general tools such as listen
ing, instruction, empathy, and watching our for communication pitfalls
can all be approached, if the consultant models these tools, the trai
nees will heighten their appreciation of the material.

Once an appreciation for these tools is developed, the consultant
will probably sense an eagerness to apply new-found tools to specific
situations.

The consultant must be able to provide skills material as well.
How to manage by objectives, how to motivate employees, how to manage
time and a variety of other "how to" topics are all included at this
stage.

The key word for the topic selection stage is develop. A consul
tant does not present a topic or set of topics to the trainees.
Rather, a consultant must develop the trainees with a package of topics
which include fundamental material to help the trainees in all situa
tions and specialized material to aid the trainee immediately. Thus,
the development of the trainee as he or she relates to the organization
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is the key, not the topic itself. V/ithout such a focus, the consultant
will inevitable miss base with a number of the trainees while strug
gling to complete the explanation of a topic.

The third stage of the process is to train. It is important to
note that training is only one fifth of the consulting process. The
advantages of training in a long term situation are tliat the instructor
has ample time to "learn the language" of the shop and that the
instructor can adjust to the most salient issues of the students.

These advantages are also obligations of the good consultant.
There is no excuse for not learning enough from the workers to speak to
them and train them in ttieir own working perspective.

In addition, nev^ issues will crop up weekly and even daily which
should be addressed, h'hen the workers are experiencing conflict or are
struggling with a poor appraisal form, the consultant must be able to
step back from his/her own topics and help out with that which is
important at the time. IVhen employees are taught at the work-site,
they bring their work to class. If the consultant does not recognize
the need to help, the consultant's efforts will be less effective.

The fourth stage of the process is to watch the progress of the
trainees. At this time, the battery of instruments which was side
stepped in stage one might be appropriate. The consultant now has the
trust and respect of the students. Now is the time to follow them
around on the job and watch them respond to situations which arise that
require use of the material covered.

This is another information gathering stage. The consultant is
either planning the next set of topics or the final interview with each
employee. If the process is to end soon the trainees will want and
deserve and indication of their success. The consultant should gather
data on tool and skill improvements, descriptive material on general
worker style, and areas for future work. This information allows the
final interview to be a work session.

The final stage of the process is to get feedback. The consultant
must be concerned with the perceptions of the trainees and a survey may
be the best way to gather such information. If the survey is
neglected, the consultant may well feel that the project lacked clo
sure. This stage is mostly for the consultant's benefit and future
application, but it can also help the trainees receive a proper per
spective about the experiences they have utidergone.

Tlje above five stages are critical in the long term consulting
process. Time allocation for each stage v/ill vary according to cir
cumstances related to the individual nature of each job. The consul
tant should try not to feel locked in to a set schedule any more than
necessary. Rather, a priority must be placed on the willingness and
ability to address important issues whenever and hov^evet they arise.
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The consultant is interested in organizational development and
must steer his/her efforts toward general goals for the company, how
ever, the consultant deals with people in their day to day communica
tions and must be able to develop a bridge between everyday techniques
for handling problems and long term goals for the company.
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QRGAMIZATIOrmr. TRATHIMG: SQilE DTRTTHOTIOnfl

John Bourhis *

Organizational consulting actually consists of two distinct train
ing processes: (1) organizational training, and (2) organizational
development. In this section of the paper, we v/ill; (1) define organi
zational training and differentiate it from organizational developmenti
and (2) provide some insights and "tips" we have found effective.

Training programs are initially distinguished from development
programs in terms of temporal limitations. Training programs as a gen
eral rule operate within a very limited, predetermined time frame, usu
ally one to three days in length. For the moat part tlie consultant is
contacted by an individual representing a client, and that client has a
predetermined amount of time that he or she wants devoted to a training
program, which is usually a function of the financial resources the
client commits to the training. Any program in excess of this one to
three days time frame begins to require a proportionately greater com
mitment on the part of all individuals involved. If a client is unsure
as to hov/ much time v/ill be required, the consultant should discuss the
possibility of a development program which is not constrained to the
same degree by temporal considerations. Hence one distinguishing
characteristic of training programs is that the client usually has a
predetermined time frame in mind, and that time frame is comparatively
shorter in length than that required for a development program.

An additional distinguishing characteristic of training programs
is in terms of audience composition. Essentially a consultant can deal
with either a homogeneous or heterogeneous audience. In a training
program you are much more likely to encounter a heterogeneous audience
composed of individuals representing several different organizations
and/or individuals from several different levels of an organization.
For instance, a local bank may ask you to present a one day training
program. Your audience in this case may consist of only tellers, or
only loan officers in the bank, or some combination thereof. The
nature of your audience can affect the nature of the material you
present and the manner in v/hich you present it.

Just as an effective speaker analyzes an audience in advance to
determine the most appropriate format and content for a speech, so to
should the consultant analyze his/her audience to determine the
appropriate format and content for a training program. The consultant
will/ should present information on leadership differently to a group
of construction workers versus a group of bank presidents. Certain
exercises, for instance role plays can be adversely affected when used

*  John Bourhis is an Instructor in the Speech Communication/Theater
Arts Department at Concordia College, Moorhead, Minnesota. He also
does communication consulting v/ith private industry.
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in heterogeneous situcitions. The teller who is role playing viith the
bank president may feel somewhat intimidated. This concept of hetero
geneity is an important distinguishing characteristic. Training pro
grams tend to be mote mixed and diverse than development programs which
enable the consultant through extended time frames, and proportionally
larger resource allocations to segregate an audience.

Additionally the amount and quality of the information provided to
the consultant prior to training tends to be limited. You may have
several letters from your client, a^ phone call, or a combination
describing the nature of the project you have been contracted to per
form. These communications usually involve the nature of the program
to be presented and what the client perceives his/her needs to be
(salary, dates, etc). That's ideally what happens. Frequently, you
never see the client prior to your presentation. You arrive at the
organization the day of the presentation and begin frantically looking
for this mystery client. Everything we know about communication theory
would clearly indicate that this is the most inefficient and error
prone system of interaction. Frequently , you may discover that t))e
individual you have been in contact with is not the person in charge of
this particular program; the audience you had anticipated is in fact
radically different then the one described to you; or that tlie nature
of the program has radically change from the time of initial contact
with the prospective client. Unfortunately, clients are not very sym
pathetic. They have hired you to perform a particular service for
their organization and expect you to be very flexible. This is a prob
lem that is more common in training programs than development
programs. By their nature the client and consultant do not interact
v/ith as much frequency or detail in training programs. Development
programs are much more sophisticated, much more difficult to create and
perform and from the client's perspective much more expensive. A
training program on the other hand is usually a short term one shot
project. Tlie key distinction here is tliat the consultant must be flex
ible. The ability to adapt material and presentational style in a
short period of time is a critical ability that consultants need to
cultivate, if they are to be successful in the training program cir
cuit.

Almost everyone in our discipline has the potential to effectively
run a training program, but very fev/ individuals can run development
programs. Most individuals with a sound background in communication
theory, an ability to be flexible and spontaneous, and v;ith the above
knowledge can be effective trainers. However, this does not mean
tliis individual would also be an effective consultant on a project that
is developmental in nature. As a result, training is a very competi
tive business. There are many people capable of this process competing
for a limited market. Consultants who specialize in organizational
development are highly trained individuals who provide a very special
ized service to organizations.

The final distinction between these two processes concerns the
content of training programs versus development programs. Training
programs tend to be exclusively skill oriented in their content. These
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programs or workshops as they are frequently called are designed to
impart a set of very siJecific skills to the audience in a limited time
frame. The consultant who is interested in conflict, leadership,
motivation, and productivity cannot be expected to adequately or effec
tively cover these complex topics in an eight hour training session.
Most people v;ould agree that ah effective job of imparting such
knowledge takes a longer time frame and requires a much greater commit
ment on the part of all individuals involved. These programs are gen
erally aimed at changing people's behavior behavior versus training
people to be more effective in some dimension of communication.

The types of skills that are frequently taught in training pro
grams involve basic communication effectiveness. For instance, effec
tive public speaking is a popular topic in this area. Individuals are
interested in how they can write and present dn effective speech. They
want to knov/ hov; to write an effective introduction/conclusion; hov; to
organize a speech; how to analyze an audience; how to incorporate dif
ferent types of evidence in a speech; hov; to incorporate a variety of
logical and emotional appeals into a presentation; how to use visual
aids effectively; tips on delivery; and how to handle "stage fright."
The critical distinction here is the phrase "how to." In such
instances the audience isn't concerned with the theoretical explanation
of why eye contact enhances speaker credibility. Vlhat they are
interested in is the fact that eye contact makes them more effective
speakers. They want to know the brass tacks. Mow can I be more effec
tive when I communicate with other people? In this area of "how to"
topics there are a number of programs that are common: how to effec
tively run a press conference; how to handle the hostile
audience/customer; hov; to conduct an effective interviev;; how to run
and effective business meeting, how can I be a more effective listener;
how can I use feedback more effectively; how to be an effective time
manager; how can I be more effective using the phone; how to increase
office management skills; .... Fach of these topics can be easily
managed in one to two hours. In combination several of these topics
organized around a general theme form a training program. In a train
ing program the primary goal of the consultant is to teach individuals
how ; to be more effective at doing something in a limited amount of
time.

Once the individual has decided to conduct a training program
there are several "rules of thumb" or tips that can make a significant
difference in the effectiveness of one's training efforts. Just as a
speaker analyzes his/her audience, so should the consultant analyze
his/her audience. The goal is to find out as much information as you
can about your client, the company, the program and the location of the
training. For instance, will the presentation occur within the organi
zation? Will there be interruptions? Will the boss be coming into the
training session and asking for such and such file or will the training
occur off-site? V7hat are the facilities like? Will you have all of
the appropriate instructional materials provided for you or do you have
to bring these materials with you? Is the training program to occur in
an impersonal formal classroom situation or do you have some flexibil
ity in arranging a more informal environment? How large will the group
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be? Who v/ill be in the group? What are the deiiiographica of the audi
ence? Each of these questions is very important. Many of them are the
sort of questions that the college instructor takes for granted in
their classroom teaching assignments. The important thing to keep in
mind is that your audience in these situations is vastly different than
tlie audiences you encounter in the classroom. Remember, students are
used to being students, employees are not I

Lastly there are several things that you can incorporate into your
training programs that can make a difference. First, the scheduling of
breaks in the training is critical. A scheduled break can serve many
purposes. They enable the audience to relax and re-energize them
selves. It provides you with time to adapt and change the program, if
necessary on the basis of feedback you obtain from participants during
this time. And basically it provides you with a rest as well. Imagine
teaching one of your classes for eight straight hours! Second, when
ever possible attempt to encourage audience participation. You v/ill
know more about the principles of communication that anyone else in t!ie
audience. However, they will know more about their jobs and how the
information can be practically applies in their everyday work situa
tions! Remember, these individuals want practical tips tliat tliey can
take and apply immediately. So use the members of your training ses
sions as invaluable resources of information. Given t!ie right environ
ment and some persistence/ patience on the part of the consultant these
individuals will be a valuable asset to tlie training program.
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fiPiiAiarifi miim'M. pqt.tttcr ins'itjai) qe.
IlPAVtJMLY Por.iTTca from huj pulptt

Ruusell liann *

The Vietnam War, the draft, civil rights, riots, university take
overs, deteriorating morals, drugs, love, free sex, rock music, cults.
Eastern religions, new religions. Tlie government, the church, the
whole United States was under attack by the youth of the sixties. A
time of revolution: if one didn't agree with something—stage a
protest. There was war in the streets;

... the youth of America v/ere going crazy: black ones
burning city blocks, white ones occupying universities and
holding hostages, trying to levitate the Pentagon with
obscene chants, capping joints instead of kegs at the Delta
House and ten thousand self-exiled to Canada to avoid the
draft. 1

The sixties were violent times—the generation gap widened until both
the older and younger confronted each other and declared war.

Appropriate for this time a pastor delivered a sermon entitled "Is
God Over Thirty? Religion and the Youth Revolt." His name was David H.
C. Read; the date was April 9, 1967 (almost the apex of this turmoil),
and the place v/as tlie Madison Avenue Presbyterian Church in Mew York
City. 2

This sermon is worth examining because it can give an insight into
the attitudes, values, and ideas common during the sixties toward reli
gion. It will also reveal one man's attempt at solving a problem his
generation faced.

The rhetorical standard I will be using to evaluate this speech is
tlie Historical approach as set forth by Ernest J. Wrage. He wrote:

The study of ideas provides an index to the history of man's
values and goals, his hopes and fears, his aspirations and
negations, to what he considers suitable and irrelevant . . .
. When seen against a contextual backdrop, speeclies become at
once a means of illustrating and testing, of verifying or
revising generalizations offered by other workers in social
and intellectual history. 3

By using this standard I hope to answer three questions: (1) Does the
sermon reflect the time period's attitudes, values and atmosphere? (2)
Is the speaker's attitude and ideas consistent with the norm? arid (3)

*  Russell Hann is an undergraduate Speech Communications major at
Moorhead State University, Moorhead, Minnesota.
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Is the sermon only appropriate for the time period it was given or
could it be timeless?

The conclusions reached in this criticism deal with the common
Sunday church sermon. There is concern today about just wliat is
appropriate for a minister to say from the church pulpit. In this cri
ticism, the content of a sermon will be analyzed and more information
concerning v/hat is appropriate and not appropriate for sermons will be
given. From tliis, hopefully, a conclusion can be more easily drawn
about the minister's role in the pulpit today.

The speaker was Rev. Dr. David H. C. Read. He was born in Cupar,
Fife, Scotland in 1910? attended Daniel Stewarts College, Edinburgh;
received his H. A. from the University of Edinburgh in 1932; his D. D.
from New College, Edinburgh in 1936; became an ordained minister at the
Church of Scotland in 1936. In 1939 he became the minister at Green-
bank Church, Edinburgh, till 1949; became chaplain to Her Majesty the
Queen, Scotland, from 1952 to 1956; then in 1956, he became a minister
at the Madison Avenue Presbyterian Church. He is the author of The
Spirit Lila (1939); Prisoners Quest (1944); 1 Am Peruuaded (1962),
and other publications. Dr. Read was said to be a strong speaker with
a good sense of timing. He engaged difficult and sensitive topics with
directness and economy of style. 4

The setting was inside the Madison Avenue Presbyterian Church on
April 9, 1967. As churches usually exemplify, the assumption can be
made that the congregation was predominantly middle-class Americans
betv;een the ages of 35-70. The fact that the youth were revolting
against the church v/ould also account for minimal attendance by the
20-30 year old age group. Tlie immediate audience was his congregation,
but his sermon spoke to both the youth and the elders of this country.

The first question to raise is: does the sermon reflect the ideas
of the society to which it is a part? A speech, according to Wrage,
should be able to be used to discover what the society of its time was
like. Read began his message by reading Luke 3:23: "V/hen Jesus began
his work he was thirty years old." Then Read stated: ". . . and in a
matter of months they heard him say: 'It is finished,' and he was
dead." Read then went into explaining that whatever view we have of
Jesus, i^e must face that He was young—and that He died young.

I begin v;ith this, because in the current debate between
youth and age (or, as the older like to say, between youth
and experience) there is a tendency to line up religion with
the prejudices of the old. Now it may well be that the reli
gion v/e see on the surface today—the organized network of
official church activities—does appear to belong to tlie
older generation, and often indeed to be part of what youth
writes off as the "Establishment." Yet Christianity, hov/ever
it may be molded into the conventions of middle age from time
to time, began with a young Saviour, young disciples, and a
fresh and revolutionary message . . . When we speak of the
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"revolt of youth," we should remember that this is precisely
how the initial impact of the Gospel on any of us—whatever
our aye—could be -described today.

The generation gap has been around since Adam and Eve gave birth
to Cain. Read stated that youtlt and age v/ere never in perfect accord.
He cited also the conflict between Saul and David as the jealously of
age. Read ended this section withs "This generation didn't invent the
generation conflict. It's built in."

Read went on to warn his congregation not to judge the youth
v/holely on what tliey heard and saw on the nev?s. "vice is always more
newsworthy than virtue." Read described what picture could be easily
conjured up about tlie youth by the information given by the news. But;

I have no reason to believe that there is more lawlessness
and immorality among the young than the middle-aged, and
every reason to believe tliat there is, on the whole, a
healthy, honest, open-minded, inquiring, good-hearted genera
tion coming up behind us.

His main emphasis in these quotes was that there was a generation
gap that was causing the youth revolt—but v/as there a generation gap
present in 1967? By analyzing wl»at people were saying in 1966 we can
find out if Read was consistent with the attitudes of the youth.

It is useful to consider two letters to the editor of Time maga
zine dated January 7, 1966, in response to an earlier letter;

From Mrs. Marguerite P. Gale (Lansdowne, Pa.)

I don't deny the right of dissent to the Vietniks, the
pacifists, or any responsible person. But dissenters' rea
soning as expressed by young "MEN" like Mr. O'Brien can
border the absurd. He cites his "SACRIFICES" to gain an edu
cation. Many young people, and even old people, have made
the same sacrifices. Host, thank God, gain maturity and a
sense of responsibility along the way. But for the grace of
all men who have served in peace and in war since 1776, young
Mr. O'Brien might not have an opportunity to make his sacri
fices. The Viet Cong cannot emasculate Mr. O'Brien, he has
done it himself. If his selfish kind should prevail we v/ould
all eventually lose everything. 5

From Robert Foutts (Compton, Calif.)in response to the same letter
by Mr. O'Brien.
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I am disturbed at the series of letters by cry babies
who feel that a fev; years devoted to the defense of this
great country is too great a task to undertake. To Mr.
O'Brien, I can testify that I too attended college v/hile
v/orking 48 hours a week—after I got ray Purple Heart. There
are thousands like rae who made financial sacrifices to serve,
and if this country needs a 36-year-old overweight para
trooper tomorrow, I shall be raore than happy to defend Mr.
O'Brien's pet store, regardless of where it is located. 6

Another letter from the January 7, 1966, Time magazine from Mari
lyn Chadwick (College Park, Md.) can also serve as an example of this
generation gapi

I am one of today's "alienated" youth. Your Essay "On
Mot Losing One's Cool About the Young" [Dec. 24] deeply dis
turbs me, for I feel that it does no more than add to the
already heavy strain of mass misinterpretation regarding my
peer group. We are not the impulsive, irrational, rebellious
youth you describe. We are the hope of a society racked by
changing moral standards, breakdowns of age-old prejudices,
and adults who cannot or will not bend to accommodate to new
situations. Naturally we are going to make mistakes, for the
answers are not in past history but in billowing clouds of
the future. My advice to the adult world is: Drop your
cool and read the signs clearly. We aren't searching for
kicks. We're looking for answers to the problems bequeathed
to us by you. 7

David Pichaske in his book h Generation in Motion stated: "This whole
sale negation, this angry no, was much misunderstood by America's eld
ers and by establishment apologists, who took it to be simple, nihilism.
It was exactly the opposite." 8

There was an overwhelming gap between the elders and the youth,
but this is not what Read specifically wanted to deal with. He saw the
youth revolt against the churches as taking two main forms. The first
concerned the church's public image as an organization, and the other
concerned the personal behavior of professed Christians. These v;ere
Read's two points. As he stated the first point in his sermon:

The revolt of youth is against what we might call "pack
aged religion." . . . The churches seem to appear as ttie
repositories of packaged religion. With their formal ser
vices, their organization, their rules, and their rigid pos
ture in society, they look like the very antithesis of what
living religion might be. Youth, looking for the expansion
of the spirit, the release of the emotions, the enlargement
of consciousness that religion ought to mean, is in revolt
against the neat wrappings in v/hich v;e seem to present our
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beliefs, and tbc formal channels through which v/e seem to
force the life of the spirit, l/ith their vision of what real
contact with God might be they reject the assembly-line by
wtiich they seemed to be doomed in the churches to pass from
baptism through church school to confirmation and conven
tional membership in the pattern of their elders. . . . V7e
can lose tlie living God in the formula of our creeds; v/e can
smother the Spirit in the regularities of our liturgy; we can
lose the reality of Christian love in the trivialities of our
churchiness. Tlie youth revolt reminds us that the Church of
today is in constant danger of overorganization, of worship
ing the ecclesiastical machine rather than the living God.

In this segment Read made the statement that the youth v/ere look
ing for the expansion of the spirits the release of emotions. Read
seemed confident that religion was still needed in the youth's
lifestyle—no matter how broad, the youth v/ere looking for something to
believe in. The congregation must have been upset by the remark that
their church was "packaged" and too confined for the youth. In view of
the generation gap, this statement must have been met with mixed reac
tions. Was Read's observation of tlie youth's religious thoughts con
sistent with what was really going on? Again the broad picture must be
observed. David Pichaske in his book Generation in Motion observed;

They Ithe youth! would do anything just for the sake of
doing it, for the sake of gathering more evidence, for the
sake of having a new experience, for the sake of pressing
further along. The generation was religious in the
broadest sense. .. . A major complaint of the sixties
against the fifties was the loss of spiritual
values: the sellout of the virtues taught in Sunday
school, the loss of "Justification" and "Vocation." Sixties
people sought both and they sought religious affirmation in
the broadest sense by rejecting the rules and superstitions
and rigidities of orthodox religion. 9

The faith in Jesus was also exhibited by the youth when John Lennon of
the Beatles on March 4, 1966, made the comment that he thought the Bea
tles were more important than Jesus Christ. 10 What follov/ed was the
banning of Beatles music on popular radio stations, protest marches
against the sale of Beatles records, and public bonfires of Beatles
records. 11 To some of the youth of the sixties, Jesus Christ was
still more important.

Read stated that the youth were against the "packaged" religion—
were they? Two black civil rights leaders had this to say. In Janu
ary, 1967, Stokley Carrnichael, when asked by a priest v/hat church peo
ple should do, said:
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They should start working on destroying the church and
building more Christ-like communities. It's obvious that
the church doesn't want Christ-like communities. Christ—he
taught some revolutionary stuff, right? And the church is
a counter-revolutionary force. 12

Another black leader, James Baldwin, stated: "The church does not
young. Once that has happened to any organization, its

social usefulness is at least debatable." 13

Read's ideas have been parallel to what the youth of his day were
feeling and saying about the church. His application on how to deal
with the youth problem was that the older generation should tell the
youth they were right when they said the church seemed packaged in set
forms. Read insisted, though, that in any live movement conformity
thrives. "V/hat is needed is the entrance into the Church of a youth
that accepts the challenge of Christ, and is willing to move from
within to reform its structures and make alive its forms and
ceremonies." Read did not let the youth pass the buck—the way to
unwrap a packaged church was to start unwrapping it from within.

Read directed his second and final point at the church and its
elders more than the youth (whereas the first point dealt with the
youth more tlian the elders).

The personal criticism that youth directs at the church
member can be bluntly summarized: it is hypocrisy. It is a
hard word, but we must face it. The young are extremely sen
sitive to the gap that yawns between our professions of
belief and our behavior. . . . They say we talk about love,
but act in self-interest; that we sing about peace, but sup
port war; that we shout about moral standards but acquiesce
in glaring injustice; that we proclaim the priority of the
spiritual, but order our lives by the material; that we con
demn youthful promiscuity but practice the serialized
polygamy of divorce. All these, and many other, charges of
hypocrisy are leveled at the conventional over-thirties in
our churches.

What are we to say? First, just this: that we have
indeed much of which we are ashamed. If we can't say that
we are indeed hypocrites every time we repeat together a con
fession of sin.

Read was charging his listeners with hypocrisy. This was a daring
=  to make towards his congregation. Did Read have grounds forsuch a blatant statement? Was tliat a valid charge?

Their (the youth's] elder's easy accommodation to injus
tice, corruption, and patent lunacy maddened children of the
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sixties, v/liooe no was no to a no; a yes. . . . Tliey (the
youthj all believed in things like ethics, equality, and jus
tice. 'fliey expected, especially in America, everybody to get
a fair deal. And they could see that nobody v/as getting
a fair deal. 14

Read's charge, it would appear, v/as correct—the youth did see
their elders as hypocrites. Read also pointed out that everyone is a
hypocrite both young and old. After charging everyone v/ith hypocrisy
Read gave this application:

There is no one here, v/hatever your age, v/ho is not capable
of being renev/ed in spirit, born again, open like a child to
the grace of God in Jesus Christ. After all, it is not just
to deplore our sins that we come together. It is to rejoice
in the rejuvenation of tlie Gospel, the refreshment of the
mercies that are "new every morning."

Read then brought the sermon to a conclusion with:

Is God over thirty? We laugh at the question, and say lie is
ageless. But in so saying we keep the impression somehow
that he must be infinitely old. To be ageless is also to be
infinitely young. And it is the youthfulness of God, the
modernity of his Spirit, that will in our day, as in the
past, revive and renew the Church, lie sees this family of
his now, looking right past the surface of our years, fev; or
many, and v/e know the truth of the prophetic v/ord; "lie
giveth power to the faint; and to them that have no might he
incceaseth strength. Even the youths shall faint and be
weary, and the young men shall utterly fall: but they that
wait upon the Lord shall renew their strength; they shall
mount up with wings as eagles; they shall run, and not be
weary; and they shall v/alk, and not faint."

From this analysis of Read's sermon, we may conclude that the ser
mon did reflect the time period's attitudes, values, and atmosphere.
This sermon does prove useful, then, to gain a better understanding of
what people were thinking in 1967.

The second question to be ansv/ered v/as: Is the speaker's attitude
and ideas consistent with the norm? Read v/as 56 years old v/hen he
delivered this sermon. He spoke out for the youth, for civil rights,
against the Vietnam War, and against Christian apathy and worldly
materialism. IJe rebuked his ov/n generation for taking the youth revolt
too lightly and not paying attention to what the youth v/ere saying. In
view of the evidence offered thus far in this criticism, it is clear
that Read's views and attitudes were not the norm for his age
group. Read was a minority in speaking our for the youth and its
causes. Host middle-aged Americans, as was shown, v/ere not willing to
admit the youth had a point to get across that was v/orth listening to.
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The August 26, 1966, Time magazine offered more evidence of this. Time
revealed that outspoken preachers on civil rights reported tlicir
collection-plate ii^come dropped us much as 50% after a sermon on
integration. 15 Read must have liad a lot of opposition since he
spoke on this and even more radical issues involving the church. Read
had attitudes and viewpoints common in the youth, not a 56 year eld
man. Tl>is point could help in future analyses of v/liat tlie
congregation's reaction might have been.

The final question was; Is this sermon only appropriate for tlie
time it was given or could it be timeless? Tlie main point to this ser
mon was that the youth were v/orth listening to—they had a point to be
made. Read showed that Christ was still young when lie \/as crucified
and that the generation gap has always been and most likely always will
be present. We could ask the question today; "Do the youth today liave
anything worthwhile to say?" and we v/ould still get close to the same
answers given during the sixties. The older generation is always clas
sified as wise and the younger as ignorant. Tliis sermon is relevant in
any time period with a generation gap. It is also an index into his
tory for Read cai^tured the time era and its ideas. This sermon is
timeless because it dealt v/ith a problem that will be around for years
to come and because it can be used to gain insight into the sixties
views of the youth and church.

Thus, this sermon was an appropriate and worthwhile speech. Its
ideas reflected the time period as Wrage said a speech should. Its
main point was a valid one and v/as one that will keep this sermon
relevant for years to come.

Through doing this criticism, I have gained insight into how the
youth viewed tlie church during the sixties and how one man tried to
make the church more vital to the youth and to society. This will help
in analyzing today's church and hov/ it attempts to get the youth
involved in church activities. Three questions have arisen from this
criticism and might prove interesting points for future analyses;

(1) Has the Christian church changed because of the youtii revolt
during the sixties?

(2) A critic could also take the older church members view of
religion and contrast it with the youth's. How is it different from
this criticism which emphasized the youth's expectations of a church?

(3) Do sermons usually result from actions in society or are they
just spiritual growth talks? Which is or could be most effective?
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KARL iJ. 1IUHDT
ADVOCATE £QJi A HKPRL'SEHTATIVE GQVEP.t'MEH'f

Linda Snyder *

President Richard Nixon, in his speech at the dedication of the
Karl E. Mundt Memorial Library in Madison, S.O., said "You have in Karl
Mundt a tremendous power for S.D. in l7ashington." 1 John Hilton,
South Dakota historian, coiiuiiented "The voters of South Dakota returned
him to the Senate four terms and spoke of him as a patriot and a nice
man (which meant conservative and antisocialistic.) 2 Nation magazine
described Mundt in 1965 as "so conservative, it is hard to imagine any
one to his right." 3 Ffsrn Volk, a South Dakota constituent, said,
"Yes, he was a nice man. My sister and he were in the hospital at the
same time, and he had flowers sent to her every day." 4 ii.S. Nev/s and
World Report. in 1951 described him as "a forceful speaker, one who
taught elocution, and is in much demand for addresses before luncheon
clubs and other organizations." 5

Karl Mundt served as U.S. Representative from 1938 to 1948, and as
U.S. Senator from 1948 to 1971. During these years, Mundt became
well-known and well respected among fellow Congressmen. lie v;as a
strong advocate of conservation, and anti-communism; he pursued his
beliefs vigorously.

Part of Mundt's power as an advocate and ability to initiate
change came from his abilities as an orator. Historian John Milton,
when describing Mundt's position on communism, stated, "Mundt's talent
lay in his oratory." 6

Mundt himself realized the "power of the spoken word." He founded
the National Porensics League, an organization that was established to
encourage competitive speaking; and he taught speech at Eastern State
Normal School in Madison, S.D. He spoke in every state of the union,
in twenty-two countries, and gave over two hundred high school and col
lege commencement addresses. 7 He made use of his exceptional speak
ing abilities wherever he went and in whatever he did.

Mundt firmly believed that true freedom could exist only by adher
ence to the Constitution of the people, rather than to the rules of the
politicians of the time. He once said "The light of human liberty
burns brightest when the will of man is given free run—uncontrollable
by the politicians of time and place." 8 In all of the positions he
took and causes he supported, Mundt saw the necessity of abiding by the
Constitution and the precepts it established in the 1700's.

*  Linda Snyder is a junior Speech Communications major at Moorhead
State University, Moorhead, Minnesota.
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Uy lookiiiy into his past, one can also maintain that Mundt was a
man ahead of his times. For example, he initiated action on countless
environmental and conservation issues before ecolotjy became a popular
concern in the country. 9 lie v;as a man ahead of his times, a man who
souijht to improve the country by maintaininy the ideals he believed
v/ere set forth in tlie Constitution, and a man who had firm, unwaveriny
beliefs and convictions. Thouyh these qualities may not have always
earned him popularity or helped him yain support for a proposal, he v;as
an individual worthy of respect.

Perhaps Mundt's major contributions do not lie in sijecific areas
of concern or can not be traced back to a sinyle issue, but rather,
were in the kind of person that Mundt was. He tackled unknown and
unpopular causes without fear of opposition, and he persisted in find
ing solutions to problems. An examination of hov; Karl Mundt per
sistently dealt with an unknown and sometimes unpopular cause may give
us a better understanding and appreciation of him and the values he
represented. Such a case study is Hundt's position on the electoral
college reform.

Mundt spoke before fellow senators three times in regard to the
electoral college reform plan he proposed. The first occasion was in
1953, the second was in 1955, and the third, in 1967. He also submit
ted reform bills or supported ones similar to his nearly every year
between 1953 and 1969, holding to a strong belief that the system, as
it existed, was not constitutional. By the analysis of each s[>caking
situation, and the application of Albert Croft's and Ernest Wrage's
ideas, some important conclusions can be drawn about Mundt and his con
tributions to society.

In examining this issue, perspectives developed by Croft and Wraye
will be utilized. 10 Croft suggests that a criticism of any rhetori
cal event enables one "to find larger implicative meanings of speeches,
and to find unique v/ays the speaker has manipulated forms to imply cer
tain messages." Wrage proposed that ideas are formulations of thought
as the product and expression of social incentives and a social
environment. From the premises that Croft and Wrage set fortli, we can
argue, that Mundt's ideas were a product and expression of social
values and social influences. In order for them to be accepted by
society, they must be similar to, or at least appear to be similar to,
the values of the audience. Tlie electoral college system, as it
exists, has revealed in itself the flaws that Mundt and others
attempted to change. As a rule, all of a states electoral college
votes go toward one nominee "even though his popular vote majority in
that state is as small as one vote." The United States has had fifteen
"minority presidents," presidents v;ho did not receive a majority of the
popular votes cast in an election. 11 Almost one of every three
presidents, then, in United states history has not been elected by the
majority of U.S. citizens. The thought that the American public vias
not electing its office-holders, especially the U.S. president, was a
disturbing one to Mundt.
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It may have been the gross misrepresentation of the popular vote
in November of 1952 12 that prompted Mundt to speak out in the 1953
congressional session. Tliis problem v/as recognized not only by Hundt,
but by several other congresspersons as well. In 1953, at least six
bills were submitted for electoral college reform. During his third
term as senator, another incident occurred. In 1960, John Fitzgerald
Kennedy was elected to the presidency by a narrov/ margin, causing laore
criticism of the electoral college. Nixon, rather than Kennedy, may
have won had the reform procedures been adopted and implemented ear
lier. 13

On June 30, 1953, Senator Hundt introduced the Hundt-Coudert "Dis
trict" plan. In this speech before the entire Senate, Mundt made
appeals to the value of equality of all U.S. citizens, and emphasized
tlie crucial importance of abiding by the Constitution, as our founding
fathers intended. He pinpointed the "selfish motives" of pressure
groups and proposed that "each voter in America shall likewise have a
vote of like power and authority in the election of his president." He
predicted that his plan "would preserve the balance between urban and
rural areas . . . which was intended by our forefathers." 14

In 1955, he spoke to the senators of the Senate Judiciary Subcom
mittee on Constitutional Amendments, but he appealed to the same values
with a slightly altered style of speech. Mundt began this time by
pointing out injustices of the existing system. He said "the general
ticket system has reinforced one-party dominance and contributed to
voter apathy in these states." Mundt continued his speech by explaining
the flaws of the other proposed reform systems and, finally, told v/hy
his plan was best. He emphasized, that states should have equal voting
power per capita, and that "the district system v/ould tend to equate
the political groups electing the president with those electing the
congress." He also added that his plan "might foster harmony betv;eon
the president and congress." 15

In his 1967 speech, which was much shorter than the previous two,
Hundt exposed the listening senators to a similar appeal. In this
situation, Mundt spoke more out of necessity than personal motivation
to support his bill. The American Bar Commission had proposed an
alternate reform solution and Mundt spent most of his speaking time
revealing this reform system's deficiencies. Mundt said "These recom
mendations go far beyond what is necessary to achieve a much-needed,
long overdue, and proper reform of the electoral college system by
which we elect the president and vice-president. They would reshape
the foundations on v/hich the Constitution rests. Are vie ready to do
this?" He only briefly mentioned his bill for electoral college reform
at the end. 16

Again in his 1955 speech, Hundt's commitment to preservation of
constitutional privileges was obvious as he emphasized the "one-man-
one-vote" philosophy, and introduced eight solid reasons why the "dis
trict" plan "would embody the best features of the existing electoral
college system at tlie same that it would introduce urgently needed
improvements in that system." 17
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IIi£3 1967 speech, v;hen he spent only a fev/ seconds persuading for
his bill to be adopted, but si.)ent several liiinutes discussing the uncon-
stitutionalisni of the other bill, reiterates the fact that abiding by
the Constitution \ms of first importance to Hundt.

In appealing to values of equality and constitutionalism in his
peers, Mundt could not go y/rong. Each senator, of course, was bound to
a belief in the Constitution and in the equality that the Constitution
grants to every Aii.erican citisen. By drav/ing his conclusions from the
values that the otlier senators in the audience possessed, they ought to
have agreed y/ith Mundt.

Mundt's proposals for electoral college reform v/ere never
accepted, nor v/ere any of the other countless proposals tliat were sub
mitted between 1953 and today. The system remains the same today as it
did thirty years ago v/hen Mundt began to agitate for change. Mundt was
a prominent senator in his day, his long tenure had given him consider
able exposure, and ample opportunities to express his opinion on a wide
range of issues. He gained many sources of support for his reform pro
posal, including Strom Thurmond, a democrat from South Carolina v/ho
spoke frequently for reform, Harvie J. V/illiams, executive vice
president of the American Good Government Society, 18 and the Vir
ginia Commission on Constitutional Government.

Why, then, didn't Mundt's bills pass, if indeed,, his values of
equality, and constitutionalism were the same as otlter senators? What
values did society possess during this period of time that may liave
influenced the fate of Mundt's proposed legislation? What other values
did Mundt represent that may have encouraged a negative response to his
proposals?

A consideration of society's values in 1953, 1955, and 1967 and of
Mundt's other observable values during these times provide some
answers.

In 1948, Mundt and then Representative Richard Mixon cosponsored
and debated for a bill that "established the presumption that the Com
munist party is under foreign direction and requires the party to
register membership with the Department of Justice." 19 Even concern
ing this issue, Mundt said "It will stand up constitutionally . . . ."
This bill created so much controversy that there v;as an "anti-Mundt-
bill-march" on June 1, 1948. According to Current Biography of 1948,
the bill "v/as also tlie subject of criticism by the major part of the
American Press." 20 Mundt never retreated on his stance against com
munism. Although he was described as "breezy and amiable" in conduct
ing the hearings, he received much criticism. U. li. News and World
Report said, "Mr. Hundt . . . has tried to be friendly to both sides,
to displease neither. The result, many complain, has been lack of
forcefulness that might have avoided irrelevancies, and s£ieeded up the
hearings." 21
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During this period of time, Muridt's reputation as a conservative
worked against him. The dogmatic beliefs behind McCarthy's rampage
were probably linked to Hundt's similar beliefs on anti-comuunisin, mak
ing any or all of Mundt's proposals more questionable. In 1967, the
economic security was unstable and Vietnam was emerging as a major con
troversy. Samuel Lubell, an independent reporter and political
analyst, said "The temper (of tlie country] is one of mixed waverings .
.  . more caution is sought in what is pushed through Congress." 22
During this time, democrats still held tlie majority in congress and the
president, Lyndon B. Johnson, was also a democrat.

Despite the varying conditions that Mundt faced in eacli speaking
situation, his position on tlie electoral college remained the same.
Perhaps the values that Mundt represented: constitutionalism, tradi
tion and equality, were similar to the values of his audience, but were
not considered important enough to act upon. Other values, whose
importance was emphasized by current problems, took precedence over the
electoral college reform. The possibility of national division caused
by the anti-communism/communism dispute and hearings turned the peo
ples' focus toward protecting individual rights and freedoms rather
than equality. The Vietnam controversy in the 1960'b captured the
attention of every Aioerican, once again pushing aside the protection of
values of equality and constitutionalism, for seemingly, more pressing
problems. Without the sensed urgency to protect the values that Mundt
represented in his appeals for electoral reform, no action could be
expected.

Obviously it was not Hundt's poor speeches or lack of respect that
caused Hundt's bills to fail, nor was it his neglect to appeal to
accepted values. The country's and congressmens' preoccupation with
"larger" problems was at the root of Mundt's difficulty in securing
action. Each senator may have held the same beliefs in securing
action. Each senator may have held the same beliefs concerning equal
ity and the constitution as Mundt did, but the protection of other
values took higher priority. Because each member of congress is lim
ited in the number of issues in which he or she can pursue change, the
"lesser-pressing items" tliat do not appear to need immediate attention
are often neglected and left unsolved.

Seldom does one find a person committed to fighting what appears
to be a losing battle. We find in Karl Mundt, then, not only that com
mitment and persistence, but a willingness to take on unknown and unpo
pular problems.

From this example, we can reaffirm the originally stated beliefs
about Karl Mundt's character, lie stood firm in his conviction that the
electoral college system needed changing to make our voting system con
stitutional and insure each U.S. citizen of the power of his vote. We
see that as tlie problem persisted, Mundt persisted in initiating
change. He continued to rally numerous sources of support for his
cause and did not cease to seek change while in office. But, Mundt,
like his peers, was forced to set certain values at higher priority
than others. Because his set of priorities did not match with those of
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other senators on this ijorticuiar issue, the bills faced unavoidable
defeat. It is only after considering this, that one can see that it
was llundt's persistence to maintain the United States as a country of
the people, that was l>is primary and admirable contribution.
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